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Abstract
The industrial world of robotics requires leading-edge controllers to match the speed of new
manipulators. At the University of Waterloo, a three degree-of-freedom ultra high-speed cable -based
robot was created called Deltabot. In order to improve the performance of the Deltabot, a new
controller called the QNX Multi-Axis Robotic Controller (QMARC) was developed. QMARC is a
PC-based controller built for the replacement of the existing commercial controller called PMAC,
manufactured by Delta Tau Data Systems. Although the PMAC has its own real-time processor, the
rigid and complex internal structure of the PMAC makes it difficult to apply advanced control
algorithms and interpolation methods. Adding unconventional hardware to PMAC, such as a camera
and vision system is also quite challenging. With the development of QMARC, the flexibility issue
of the controller is resolved. QMARC’s open-sourced object-oriented software structure allows the
addition of new control and interpolation techniques as required. In addition, the software structure
of the main Controller process is decoupled for the hardware, so that any hardware change does not
affect the main controller, just the hardware drivers. QMARC is also equipped with a user-friendly
graphical user interface, and many safety protocols to make it a safe and easy-to-use system.
Experimental real-time test has proven QMARC to be a reliable real-time system. Despite minor
fluctuations in the servo loop periods, the controller can still achieve close path tracking running at
2.5 kHz.

In comparing the PMAC and QMARC controller performance on two pick-and-place

paths, it was found that for both paths QMARC yielded better results than PMAC on all three arms of
the Deltabot. This difference in performance was largely attributed to the different tuning gains
applied to the controllers; however QMARC can be more easily tuned than PMAC. Using the
accumulated position following error and the least squares position error, the QMARC was found to
have comparable controller performance to PMAC. QMARC also proved to be reliable and safe
controller with consistent results.
The stable software foundation created by the QMARC will allow for future development of the
controller as research on the Deltabot progresses. Its open source structure will ease the way for new
researchers implementing software modules such as servo control algorithms and trajectory, or new
hardware like grippers and vision sensors, creating a flexible and powerful system that can be used
for many applications.
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Chapter 1
Background
Robotics is being used for increasingly more applications in different industries.

The mass

production of everything from cars to surgical needles requires precision repetitive work ranging from
assembling parts, welding, machining, and pick and place tasks. To control these robots, engineers
have built a multitude of controllers using Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC’s), Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) boards and Personal Computers (PC’s). Although PLC’s are still widely used in
industry, research in the past decade or so has been concentrated on the development of PC-based
controllers for industrial applications. Typically, DSP controllers with host computers have been
used as controllers, however the high cost and complexity have made PC-based controllers a desirable
field of research. In this work, a single -processor PC-based controller was developed for a three
degree-of-freedom ultra high-speed cable -based parallel robot, named the Deltabot, created at the
University of Waterloo [1] , [2].

1.1

Deltabot

The Deltabot was designed based on the Stewart Platform [3] , a six degree-of-freedom mechanism
developed for flight simulations that used six linear actuators in parallel created in 1965. The parallel
structure of the Deltabot is depicted in Figure 1-1. This cable -based robot is among a new line of
high-speed robots built for pick-and-place operations. In its novel design, there are three motors
attached to three aluminum arms that control the location of the end-effector through a set of
lightweight cables. The end-effector is attached to a central shaft that is pressurized to keep the
cables in tension. By using cables instead of rigid links, the inertia of the manipulator is minimized,
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thus allowing high accelerations of 2Gz. Currently, this prototype can run a 35cm path at 120 cycles
per minute [4].

Figure 1-1: General structure of the Deltabot [5]
Parallel manipulators have distinct advantages over serial chain-link counterparts, namely, greater
stiffness, higher precision, less inertia and higher payload capacity. However, these advantages come
at the cost of singular configurations in the workspace, and smaller and more complex workspaces.
For parallel manipulators, computation of the forward position kinematics is a challenging task
involving non-linear equations. Whereas the inverse position kinematics calculation is relatively
straightforward. This is opposite to kinematic calculations for serial manipulators. Due to the nature
of parallel manipulators, more computation is required for proper control of the robot [4]. In addition,
more advanced control algorithms must be considered for the Deltabot because, not only is it a
parallel manipulator, but it also has cable -based links. In spite of disadvantages with control and
workspace issues, parallel manipulators offer promising performance speed and precision for pick and
place operations.

2

1.2

PMAC

Currently, the Deltabot uses a general-purpose commercial controller called the Programmable
Multi-Axis Controller (PMAC) version 2.0 made by Delta Tau Data Systems Inc [6]. The PMAC
does not perform the inverse position kinematics on the manipulators, but rather it performs control
based on joint coordinates. This controller is composed of a real-time multi-tasking computer with
DSP technology. Although the PMAC has the capability to control up to eight motors simultaneous
on eight separate coordinate systems, each standard PMAC 2.0 module controls only four motors.
The software architecture of the PMAC is complex and somewhat hidden to make it simpler for users.
What is known is that each PMAC module contains four encoder inputs, which each has hardware
encoder counters with associated timers. As shown in Figure 1-2, at the end of each servo cycle, a
servo interrupt is sent to latch the counter values and store them in a software structure called the
Encoder Conversion Table. This Encoder Conversion Table consists of two columns: X memory and
Y memory. In X memory, the actual 24-bit value of the encoder position is stored in the highest
word. The rest of the X memory contains intermediate values. Memory Y contains the information
required to process and convert the position value so that it can be stored in the X memory location.
Y memory consists of a 16-bit address of the source of the encoder that it is reading from plus an 8bit value of the conversion method performed on the encoder value. The actual position is then
extended to 48-bits by the software, which also multiplies the value by a position-scaling factor.
Actual encoder positions are used as feedback data for the servo control loop. When the new servo
control signal is calculated, the signal is sent at an opto-isolated set of Digital to Analog Converters
(DAC) that are connected to the motor amplifier.

Figure 1-2: Encoder Conversion Table Process
3

Although the PMAC has a wide range of options and an impressive range of capabilities that allow
users to tailor the controller to each application, the process of understanding the PMAC architecture
and modifying its programming is very slow and sometimes difficult due to the complexity of the
PMAC system. Adding unconventional components to the controlle r, such as a vision system, can be
quite challenging, time-consuming and costly. Due to the complex nature of the Deltabot’s
mechanical structure, more advanced control algorithms must also be considered for control of this
cable-based manipulator.
In order to minimize hardware costs as well as allow for higher system flexibility in the controller,
the PC-based controller was developed for motion-control of the Deltabot. The open-source code of
the PC-based controller will allow future research to quickly produce controllers with advanced
control algorithms for the Deltabot, along with the incorporation of sophisticated trajectory generation
techniques, which cannot be performed by the PMAC.

In addition, the PC-based controller would

require the minimal amount of new hardware to be purchased, compared to other hardware platforms.
In this research, a single -processor PC-based motion controller was developed on a real-time
operating system called QNX Neutrino 6.0. This controller is named the QNX Multi-Axis Robotic
Controller or QMARC.

Using a distributed software structure and object-oriented software

engineering, the QMARC was developed as a replacement for PMAC in the control of the Deltabot.

1.3

QNX Real-Time Operating System

An operating system (OS) is a software platform on computers that manages resources, and controls
memory and peripheral devices. Its responsibilities include performing all input/output operations
and efficient use of devices [7]. In order to qualify as a real-time operating system (RTOS), the OS
must be able to guarantee a maximum latency, whereas a non-ROTS does not have an upper bound.
A RTOS must also be able to handle simultaneous tasks that are triggered asynchronously as well as
have an effective method of scheduling these tasks. The main function of the RTOS is to allocate
processor time to different processes and have the ability to interrupt (or suspend) and resume any
task. Examples of real-time operating systems available are QNX, Window CE, LynxOS, and
VxWorks. A thorough analysis of different commercially available real-time operating systems was
not the objective of this research. Instead, QNX Neutrino 6.0 developed by QNX Software Systems
was found to be the most economically choice for a RTOS that was suitable for development of the
4

motion controller.

The QNX operating system is a modular operating system with high fault

tolerance, in the case of a device driver failing, the entire OS will not crash. Such stability is very
desirable in real-time control applications.
In a motion controller, there are multiple tasks that need to be performed simultaneously, such as
monitoring limit switches, performing input/output operations to hardware, and performing the
control lo op and online trajectory generation on multiple motors. Saying that an RTOS can run
multiple processes simultaneously, however, does not necessarily mean that the speed of task will be
completed more quickly. This is because the computer usually still has only one processor and
multiple tasks are not truly run “concurrently”. There are different methods of scheduling processes
so that each task can have a chance to run on the processor according to their priority , a numerical
value assigned to each process. In priority -based execution, a ready process with higher priority will
run first and to completion if the processor is idle. In pre-emptive priority-base execution, any task
can be suspended, or pre-empted, if a higher priority task is suddenly ready, and the interrupted task
will only continue when the high priority task is completed [8]. This is required for all RTOS. QNX
uses pre-emptive priority-based scheduling with two different types of scheduling algorithms: First-In
First-Out (FIFO) and Round Robin (RR) with 64 priority levels.
In FIFO scheduling a task can run on the processor as long as it wants, unless a higher priority task
is ready to run. Tasks with the same priority are locked from running, and wait in a first-in first-out
queue. Lower priority tasks get an opportunity to run when there are no other tasks ready. RR
scheduling is pretty much the same as FIFO except tasks can only run for a predefined timeslice that
can be set by the programmer. If the task is not complete after the timeslice is up, another task with
the same priority will have the opportunity to run. For this research, RR scheduling is used for all
processes and threads. A process refers to any application running on the processor, whereas threads
are created from within a process and typically run smaller segments of code for increased parallelism
in the software.
In QNX multiple processes can communicate through “message-handling”. The idea of message
handling is that one process can send a message to another process to trigger an action in the other
process or simply to deliver or request data. When the second process has handled the message, it
sends a reply message back to the first process, which also unblocks it. To prevent dead-locking, a
phenomenon with multiple processes whereby all process are blocked waiting for a message, it is
common practice to only send messages that request action or information to a server. A server is a
process that runs in an infin ite loop waiting for messages from client processes. In client-server
5

software architecture, only clients send messages requesting data, and only the server sends reply
messages [9]. QNX also avoids priority inversion by temporarily increasing the priority of a process
that will be sending a message to a higher priority one. This ensures that the current process is not
immediately pre-empted when the higher-priority process receives the message.

1.4

Object-Oriented Software Design

Object-oriented design (OOD) is a method of programming whereby objects and concepts in the real
world are used as the basis for building functions in the program. By grouping functions that are
normally associated together into single entity, we express code in a more comprehensive way, which
in turn makes the program easier to understand, maintain and modify.
OOD uses the concept of a class to group together a set of functions and properties related to the
same entity. For instance, a class written to control a modem would contain actions performed on a
modem, such as connecting to a port, dialing a number and hanging up. Theses actions would be
written in code referred to as member functions of the class, or methods. Attributes of the modem,
such as ringer volume, are called member variables. Grouping code into a class structure allows for
reusability of the code. Other important properties of OOD are reusability, encapsulation, inheritance,
and polymorphism [10]. In addition, constructors and destructors can be used in OOD to facilitate
class initialization and destruction.

1.4.1 Reusability
Writing code for any task consumes both time and resources. The prospect of writing code that is
reusable is therefore a highly desirable and practical. Programming languages such as C++, Java, and
Visual Basic are all examples of languages that provide code in the form of classes allowing
programmers to develop software without having to write every single function from scratch. A wellwritten class can be used to in any application, for instance, CString is a C++ class that allows for the
easy manipulation of character strings, can be used in any C++ program.

1.4.2 Encapsulation
Classes are written to allow high reusability, however, encapsulation is often used by programmers
who do not want to reveal the details of their software structure, or do not want other programs to
6

have access to functions or variables that are used internally. OOD allows programmers to define
components as either public or private. Public variables and functions can be accessed by other
objects outside of the class, whereas private variables can only be accessed within the class. Public
and private labels are found in the class definition, as shown in Figure 1-3. By defining a concrete
interface for a user, class functions are protected from improper function calls and make the classes
simpler to use.

1.4.3 Inheritance
Inheritance is another method of reusing code but specifically from an existing class, called a base
class. A class can inherit the member functions and variables of a base class by how the class is
defined. In C++ the declaration of a base class is shown in Figure 1-3. The base class contains one
integer-type member variable, iPublic Var, and one member function called funct1(). The subclass
CSubClass is defined as a subclass of public CBaseClass by using a single colon in the class
definition. By doing this, all of the public member functions and variables of CBaseClass are
automatically inherited by the subclass. Since variable iPrivateVar is a private member variable, it
cannot be accessed by CSubClass functions.

Variables can also be declared to be protected.

Functions and variables of the base class are often very general; therefore, subclasses usually add
variables and functions that are more specific to its application.
//Base Class declaration
class CBaseClass
{
public:
int iPublicVar;
//Declare member variables
void funct1(void);
//Declare member functions
private:
int iPrivateVar;
};
class CSubClass:public CBaseClass
{
//Inherits all of the public variables and functions from CBaseClass
//Add more specialized member variables
int iSubClassVar;
//Add more member functions
void funct2(double);
};

Figure 1-3: Class inheritance code example
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1.4.4 Polymorphism
Polymorphism is the ability of a subclass to implement a different version of a member function
inherited from its base class. To keep the interface to the classes uniform, the subclass must have the
same function definition as the base class, however the contents of the function can be different. In
addition, the function should be declared as a public virtual function in the base class. A virtual
function is one that can be overloaded by a subclass. A public function is one that can be accessed
outside of the class. Based on the code segment from Figure 1-3, in order to redefine funct1() in
CSubClass, funct1() must be declared as a virtual function in CBaseClass, as shown in Figure 1-4.
Subclasses should also be declared from public base class. The virtual function should be instantiated
or implemented in the base class so that the subclass can inherit it, ie. you can not simply declare the
virtual function.
A pointer to CBaseClass can be used to point to any instance of its subclasses. As shown in Figure
1-5, the compiler will determine which version of the funct1() to use depending on which class the
original variable was declared. In CSubClass2, funct1() is not redefined, so it that case, the funct1()
from the CBaseClass will be executed.
class CBaseClass
{
public:
//Declare member functions
virtual void funct1(void)
{
printf(“funct1 in CBaseClass\n”);
}
};
class CSubClass1:public CBaseClass
{
//Redefine member function funct1()
void funct1(void)
{
printf(“funct1 in CSubClass1\n”);
}
};
class CSubClass2:public CBaseClass
{
//But does not redefine funct1()
};

Figure 1-4: Polymorphism class declaration example
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CBaseClass *classPtr;
CSubClass1 subClass1;
CSubClass2 subClass2;

//Pointer to base class object
//subClass1 object
//subClass2 object

//Point classPtr to CSubClass1
classPtr = &subClass1;
classPtr->funct1();

//Calls funct1() defined in CSubClass1

//Point classPtr to CSubClass2
classPtr = &subClass2;
classPtr->funct1();

//Calls funct1() defined in CBaseClass

OUTPUT:
funct1 in CSubClass1
funct1 in CBaseClass

Figure 1-5: Polymorphism function call example

1.4.5 Constructors and Destructors
Constructors and destructors are special member functions that are called on the creation and
destruction of a class object. Referring to Figure 1-5 when the “CSubClass1 subClass1” is declared,
the constructor of the subClass1 is called when a variable is dynamically allocated using the “new”
command. It is generally used to perform initialization actions. Destructors are called when the
variable goes out of scope, or when object is deleted using the “delete” command.
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1.5

Contributions

As research progresses on the development and control of the Deltabot, it was found that despite the
wide capabilities of PMAC, it had some disadvantages that made control of the Deltabot difficult.
These disadvantages were:
1. The high-cost to purchase the controller and its accessories.
2. Its complex internal structure, which is somewhat hidden, made the PMAC difficult to
understand and utilize.
3. Its software limitations on trajectory generation and control techniques made it difficult
to apply advanced algorithm required for research and development on the Deltabot.
4. Its closed-structure made it difficult to incorporate unconventional hardware such as
vision sensors.
Development of the QMARC as an open-source controller for the Deltabot provided:
1. A safe and cost-effective substitute for PMAC.
2. A flexible software structure where advanced trajectory generation and control
algorithms can easily be implemented with minimal time required to code and debug.
3. A decoupled distributed software system that allows hardware changes without affecting
the controller.
4. A modular software structure that is easy to understand, maintain and upgrade.
The controller performance of the QMARC was comparable to PMAC; however with the use of
objective functions, QMARC is simpler to tune than PMAC. In addition, QMARC does not have the
software limitations on trajectory generation, such as minimum time intervals between path knots,
unlike PMAC.
The use of a single -processor PC-based real-time controller for Deltabot has not been previously
explored. Single -processor systems have the advantage of being less complex than their multiprocessor counterparts. A literature review on different aspects of the real-time control systems will
be discussed in Chapter 2. The detailed software design of the controller, from its object-oriented
software structure to its control algorithm and safety features will be covered in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
will review the issues that arose during the development stage such as timing, logging data, and
memory management, followed by the experimental results of QMARC compared to the PMAC
performance in Chapter 5. The conclusions and recommendations will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1

Microprocessor-Based Controllers

In the economic world, industries are constantly seeking ways to increase productivity while
decreasing costs. The development of robotics use in automation has greatly facilitated production
gains; however, researchers are constantly looking for more cost effective methods to control robots
for greater efficiency.
In the 1970s, industry of robotic control and automation was dominated by Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLCs).

PLCs were based on “solid-state controllers” as opposed to computer

technology, which was in early development stages at that time. Although the PLCs built the
foundation for automation, they did not take advantage of the developing technology in electronics
and computers. By the 1990s, the solid-state PLCs no longer met the needs of the industry. PLCs
were integrated with micro-processors and became more powerful, but Relay Ladder Logic, the
programming language of PLCs, were not suitable for high-functions required in modern control
systems, such as data communication, diagnostics and data gathering. Engineers found that using
controllers built on Personal Computers (PCs) gave them the ability to implement higher-functions,
while reducing costs [11].
All complex PC-based and microprocessor-based controllers used for servo control must be able to
perform real-time operations, communicate to peripherals, have high processing power for
computations, have the ability to perform multiple tasks simultaneously and have a method to
communicate between those tasks. Researchers have found many ways to build control systems that
fulfill these requirements such as: using multi-processor computers, building multiple PC and device
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networks, interfacing with commercial motion controller cards, using Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
boards with Host computers, and running the controller on single -processor PCs with Real-Time
Operating Systems (RTOS). When more than one computer is working together for a common goal,
then the system is called a “distributed” system [12].

2.1.1 Distributed Multiprocessor Control Systems
Multi-processor control systems were used for parallel computations of inverse kinematics, dynamics,
trajectory generation and other complex calcula tions. Many researchers have developed algorithms to
determine which control calculations could be done concurrently, to maximize parallelism and hence
minimize software execution time. Luh et al. [13] used inexpensive processors to increase real-time
computation power by processing control algorithms in parallel based on Newton-Euler formulation.
Kasahara and Narita [14] also used the Newton-Euler method, but were able to actually implement it
on a six-joint robotic arm using a multiprocessing scheduling algorithm. Others have developed
computer architectures for these multiprocessor systems to increase computation efficiency [15], [16],
[17]. These researchers focused on minimizing processing time by splitting-up segments of the
calculations and running them on parallel processors.
Another technique to parallel processing was to assign different tasks to each processor. Kriegman
and Siegel [18] developed a control system for a four-digit Utah-MIT hand shown in Figure 2-1,
which was composed of five microprocessors, one for each of the four fingers plus one processor to
manage all of the tasks. All processors had access to a priority-based Multi-bus, where all processes
in the system had equal priority to ensure fair distribution of resources. They also shared dual-ported
RAM, using in high-speed Direct Memory Access (DMA) operations on a VAX system. A servo
loop scheduler was used to manage processes according to the rate of their servo loops. Higher
priority was given to faster servo loops interrupting any slower loops that may have been running,
which had lower priority. For the most part, the fingers were controlled independently and in parallel,
since they were on separate processors, but the managing processor coordinated the fingers to achieve
the desired position in Cartesian space. Inter-processor communication was accomplished with
message passing system that sent standard formatted messages to each processor’s mailboxes.
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Figure 2-1: Block Diagram of Kriegman and Siegel hand control system [18]
General computer architectures have also been developed to for real-time control. Zheng and Chen
[19] developed a simple, flexible, and modular software structure to manage any multilink systems.
After the user decomposed their multilink system into tasks, they were required to schedule them on
separate processors. Each processor contained a hierarchial executive structure, created by Zheng and
Chen, which took care of task scheduling, interprocess communication and multilevel functions.
Parallel computation of applied torques was also implemented on a separate processor to provide
dynamic control. Other examples of computer architectures for control structures are the CHIMERA
[20] and CONDOR [21].

2.1.2 Single-Processor Host and DSP Control Systems
All research previously discussed used distributive systems to attain the computational power
required for real-time systems. Single -processors prior to the 1990s were still too slow compared to
the PCs found today. Instead of having four or five microprocessors to do computations, researchers
have found that using a single -processor computer with a DSP board to be good enough to do the job.
This system is referred to as the Host/DSP system. The host computer is often used to monitor
analyze and collect data from the control system, while the servo control itself is done on the DSP
board using built-in and customized library functions to achieve real-time tasks. Having the DSP
board perform all of the real-time tasks minimizes the overhead in controller computation, and using
multiple DSP boards can allow for concurrent processing. Erol and Altintas [22] developed an Open
Real-Time Operating System (ORTS) based on the OSACA system created by Pritschow [23], which
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handled and scheduled tasks running on multiple DSP boards in a single Windows NT computer.
Erol and Altintas [22] applied the ORTS for position and force control of a CNC Machine tool.
Disadvantages of Host/DSP architecture are high cost, complex software, and the amount of indepth knowledge required to interface all of the hardware components together.

Research by

Costescu and Loffler [24] showed that there are various advantages to using a single processor-single
host PC for robotic control over Host/DSP systems. The advantages include a decrease in cost, less
hardware, higher flexibility, and better reliability and stability. For these reasons, single -processor
PC-based controllers have recently become highly desirable.
Control systems with a single processor often require multiple processes to be run simultaneously.
Attempts to create effective real-time controllers for large systems with a single process have been
proven infeasible and inflexible, since controllers require multiple concurrent processes in order to be
effective and comprehensible . As control systems increase in size, their complexity increases
exponentially [25]. Single processor, PC-based controllers require a stable task-scheduling system to
manage parallel processes, such as a Real-Time Operating System (RTOS).

2.2

Object-Oriented Software Design in Robotic Controllers

Software engineering has two common types of architectures: procedural programming and objectoriented (OO) programming. Procedural programming breaks down a program into its functions or
behaviors as a top-down approach. These programs are simple to design, however they can be
difficult to alter and adapt to new systems. OO design is based on the idea of creating modules of
data, code, or classes, with generalized functions that act on the data. This code is then encapsulated
so that if one module changes, the other ones are not affected. Object-oriented software is more
difficult to design because it requires a lot of pre-planning. However, it allows users to modify the
code easily as well as reuse existing for code to minimize development time of new modules.
Initially, it was believed that object-oriented design would cause too much overhead, which is
detrimental in real-time control applications. However, the overhead is negligible [26] assuming that
the operating system is efficient at variable allocation and de-allocation, like QNX Neutrino 6.0.
Object-oriented control software has been successfully used in many robotic control applications.
In 1990, Miller and Lennox [27] were some of the first few to investigate the use of object-oriented
software design for a robotic controller.

They built the “Robot Independent Programming
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Environment” (RIPE), a modular software environment that allowed for the quick implementation of
robot systems without dealing with the costly low-level debugging common in procedural software
development. The environment itself had four layers: 1) task-level programming, 2) supervisory
control, 3) real-time control and 4) device drivers. The first layer was for planning and simulation.
The second layer was implemented in object-oriented programming based on the physical objects
found in a work cell. It was written in C++ programming language on UNIX operating system.
Using a common general-purpose programming language gave it high portability, and made the code
easier to modify. The third layer dealt with real-time control of devices using a VME-based 68000
family processor running VxWorks, which is compatible with UNIX. The fourth layer contained
device drivers.
OO design has been used for various aspects of robotic controllers. Bagchi and Kawamura used an
object-oriented framework for client and server communication within their distributed robotic
system, ISAC (Intelligenet SoftArm Control) [28]. Barcio and Ramaswamy developed on OO
reactive robotic system built on event-driven state transitions [29]. Robotic control frameworks have
also been created Fernandez and Gonzalez (NEXUS) [30] and Traub and Schraft [31] by applying
OO design.
The most significant research into PC-based robotic controllers relevant to this project was done by
Costescu and Dawson [32] with their development of the QRobot, later renamed QMotor. Unlike
traditional PC-based controllers, QMotor system did not use a DSP for real-time control of hardware
devices, instead all control was accomplished from the PC through the use of a real-time operating
system called QNX Neutrino 4.0. QMotor was composed of four concurrent processes, as shown in
Figure 2-2. QS is the server process used to monitor the MultiQ board used for input/output in the
system. QC is the client process of QS, which contains all of the software that perform control on the
system. QN and QG are additional processes for network communication and the graphical user
interface (GUI) with real-time plots, respectively.

Matlab was used to analyze the data from the

GUI. QG could be run on the same PC as the controller, or connect to it through a network or on a
remote workstation. All these processes were designed using structured programming.
In 2000, Loffler, Chitrakaran and Dawson [33] improved on the QMotor 2.0 to develop an objectoriented QMotor Robotic Toolkit (RTK), now running with QNX Neutrino 6.0. As seen in Figure
2-3, the controller design was based on three sets of classes: Core Classes, Generic Robot Classes and
Specific Robot Classes. These classes built the infrastructure to the controller, including the QMotor
Toolkit, which contained the actual control loop functions. Using an object-oriented design for the
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controller allows for easy code maintenance, and greatly flexibility.

The QMotor RTK was

successfully tested on a Puma 560 robot arm and a Barret Whole Arm Manipulator (WAM) using
PID control.

Figure 2-2: QMotor 2.0 Hardware/Software Architecture [33]

Figure 2-3: Class Hierarchy of QMotor Robotic Toolkit Platform [33]
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2.3

Robot Control Structure

The problem of robotic control has been divided into two main categories, trajectory generation (or
planning) and path-control (or tracking). This research focuses more on developing a solid software
infrastructure of the QMARC control system, as opposed to investigating advanced techniques in
trajectory generation and path control. In the current implementation, the QMARC system is capable
of cubic spline trajectory generation and Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control with feedforward velocity and acceleration compensation. More advanced trajectory generation and control
methods can easily be added in the future, as required.

2.3.1 Trajectory Generation
A large part of effective motion control for a robotic manipulator is the technique in which the
command path is computed. Obviously, the shortest distance between two points in space is the
straight-line distance, however, generating straight-line positional distance between several knots on
the same path will cause discontinuities in the manipulator velocity and acceleration.

These

discontinuities translate to physical vibratio ns or jerk on the motors. For pick-and-place operations,
although minimal vibration is tolerable, the overall motion of the manipulator should be as smooth as
possible.
One of the earliest forms of robotic trajectory generation was developed by Richard Paul in 1979
[34], whereby straight-line segments with smoothed out transitions at controlled accelerations were
used to connect path knots defined in Cartesian coordinate systems. If two time segments each
required a different constant velocity, then before ending the first time segment a change of velocity
was applie d for a time interval of t. This constant acceleration was then maintained for an additional
t length of time into the second time segment, hence giving a smooth transition of 2t between the two
desired velocities. With this trajectory generation method, the path did not actually pass any of the
path knots, except for the end knot. The path, however, could be forced to go through all knots
without causing overshoot at “trajectory extremums” if the velocity at extremums were forced to
zero-velocity. Because all knots were defined in Cartesian space, manipulator link equations were
used to calculate intermediate joint angles to achieve the goal. Taylor [35] improved upon Paul’s
Cartesian technique by developing a method that required the calculation of less intermediate points,
however the computational time of each knot increased. Thus, he proposed a second interpolation
method implemented in joint space, whereby joint space trajectories were preplanned offline prior to
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starting the control loop. Doing this greatly decreased the amount of real-time computations required
but a certain number of path knots had to be known a priori. Taylor presented a method that
produced intermediate points that would guarantee that the straight-line motion stays within
predefined bounds. Both Paul and Taylor used straight-line paths to facilitate compatibility with
conveyor motion.
Because the path segments were not simple straight-line segments, due to the reasons stated earlier,
the path needed to be optimized for minimum time. Luh and Lin [36] developed a minimum time
trajectory generation method using straight-lines with arcs to blend motion between time segments.
The length of these arcs had to be minimized so that the path did not deviate too far from the desired
trajectory.

To perform this optimization, Luh and Lin applied two approaches: a “method of

approximate programming” (MAP), and a “direct approximate programming algorithm” (DAPA).
Doing optimization, in general, requires more computing time. It was found the DAPA converged
and required less computing time than their modified version of MAP.
An alternative to using straight line segments to connect path knots, is to use piece-wise low-order
polynomials. Paul [37] and Finkel [38] proposed trajectory generation using cubic splines. Cubic
splines provided smooth trajectories through path knots despite physical constraints on velocity and
acceleration. To maximize the lifespan of the manipulator, jerk (the rate of change in acceleration)
was also minimized.

Lin et al. [39] used the piece-wise cubic polynomial to interpolate joint

trajectories as well. However, to ensure velocity and acceleration continuity, they added two extra
knots to the trajectory that could be freely specified, giving the path enough degrees of freedom for
continuity. To minimize the total travel time of the path, the Nelder and Mead’s flexible polyhedron
search was utilized. All of these earlier methods, only considered the kinematic model of the
manipulator. Dynamic models were later incorporated by Bobrow et al. [40] for more realistic
robotic control.
Trajectory generation and its optimization for both online and offline planning has been a
thoroughly research topic area. Numerous types of splines have been investigated for trajectory
generation, Lin and Chang [41] used X-splines and quartic splines, Dubowsky et al. [42] used the
Bezier, and Bobrow [43] used B-splines, with varying optimization techniques.
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2.3.2 PID Control Algorithm
Many advanced control algorithms have been developed for robotic control. Classic control methods
include PID feedback control, computed torque method, feed-forward and state-space control. In the
past two decades, growing interest in fuzzy controllers, neural networks and adaptable control
methods has sparked many journal articles on the topic. However, PID controllers have dominated
the control industry of sixty years with more than 95% process control applications [44] , and most of
industrial robotic control. PID control stability in rigid robotic arms has been proven by Rocco [45],
based on a robotic model with decoupled linear and nonlinear uncertain components, used for
independent joint control.
The dynamic model of an N degree-of-freedom robotic manipulator is given by a set of Lagrange
equations in the form of:

M (q ) &q& + C (q , q& ) q& + g ( q ) = τ

(2-1)

Where, q is the motor joint angle, M(q) is the inertia matrix of the manipulator, C ( q, q& ) is the
Coriolis, centrifugal and damping terms, g(q) is the gravitational terms, and t is a vector of driving
torques acting on the links, which are supplied by motors.
For classic PID control, all motors are treated as decoupled closed loop control systems. The
torque of each individual motor, t m , can be calculated as:

τ m = K P e m + K I ∫ em dt + K D e& m

(2-2)

Where, em is the position error of the motor, and KP , KI , and KD represents the proportional,
integral and derivative gains of the controller, respectively. Integration and derivation of em are
calculated with respect to time, t [45].
The original method of tuning PID controllers was suggested by Ziegler and Nichols in 1942 [46],
whereby an open loop step response was used to calculate the gains. Ziegler and Nichols presented a
frequency response method and a step response method. Their methods were based on simulating a
large number of different processes and correlating the data to suitable controller gains. The ZieglerNichols tuning method of a PID controller can be summarized as follows [47]:
1. Apply a step input to the system.
2. Increase the proportional gain until sustained oscillations occur, while keeping integral and
derivative gains at zero.
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3. When oscillations appear, record the proportional gain value as k U and the period of the
oscillations as tU .
4. Three values, k c , Ti and Td , are then computed from the following ratios:
Proportional Gain, k c = 0.6 k U
Integral Time, Ti = 0.5 tU

(2-3)

Derivative Time, Td = 0.125 tU
5. Manually fine-tune the gains by trial-and-error to achieve controller design objective.
Ziegler-Nichols tuning formulas presented in Equation 2-3 are usually implemented in a slightly
different form of the classic PID controller (Equation 2-2). PID implementation for Ziegler-Nichols
is:

dy f 

1

u c = k c  e + ∫ edt + Td
Ti
dt 


(2-4)

e = yr − y

(2-5)

yf =

1
y
1 + sTd / N

(2-6)

where, u c is the control loop output, y is the process output, and yr is the process command signal.
Although the Ziegler-Nichols tuning method has been very influential, the controller based on
Equation 2-3 provided a closed loop control system with poor robustness [48]. Many researchers
have developed methods to improve Ziegler-Nichols tuning. Cohen and Coon used normalized deadtime to improve controller tuning [49] and Astrom and Hagglund developed a step-response tuning
method based on robust loop-shaping [50].
The time-consuming task of manually tuning the PID controller has also inspired a multitude
papers regarding adaptive and auto-tuning PID controllers such as using pattern recognition [51],
artificial intelligence [52], and fuzzy logic [53].
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Chapter 3
Design and Implementation

3.1

Overview

The focus of this research was to build a reliable real-time PC-based Multi-Axis Robotic Controller
(QMARC) using QNX operating system for motion control of the Deltabot. QNX is a real-time
operating system, which allows programmers to create efficient multi-process applications. It is a
fundamental tool to the development of the QMARC. The software was designed such that it would
be modular, could easily adapted and would be easy to understand. A modular structure gives the
software the flexibility to be modified to work with new hardware and new features. The overall
structure of the QMARC, as shown in Figure 3-1, has five main software modules, the graphical user
interface (GUI), the controller, the hardware driver, trajectory generator and safety protocols.
Controller settings and initialization is done through the GUI, providing users with a comprehensive
interface to run the controller. The controller itself has access to the trajectory generator, hardware
driver and safety protocols, but only the controller and safety protocols have direct access to the
hardware drivers, which are utilized to control the functionality of the interface card. This card
provides counters to track the encoder position of the motors, analog output lines used to control the
velocity of the DC motors, and digital output lines used to enable the motors through the analog
amplifiers. Six digital input lines are also utilized on the card to interface with the limit switches on
the manipulator. The control loop input is the encoder position read from the counters, and the
controller output is the velocity command signal sent through the analog output lines. A watchdog
timer on the card can also be employed to protect the system in case of the PC crashing. Together,
this structure creates a closed loop control system for position control of the Deltabot.
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Figure 3-1: QMARC Control Structure

To keep the software modular, the hardware drivers are kept separate from the controller software.
The controller software itself was developed using object-oriented design (OOD), in order to
maximize software modularity and code reusability without sacrificing readability of the code.
Currently, the Deltabot uses the Delta Tau Programmable -Multiaxis-Controller (PMAC) for servo
control. Due to rigidity in the software structure of the PMAC, it was difficult to incorporate
customized control algorithms and trajectory generation techniques. In order to provide a fair
comparison between the controller developed in this research to the PMAC, the controller was
programmed using PMAC control and spline techniques.
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3.2

Hardware Setup

The controller runs on a Dell Optiplex GX110 Pentium III /667MHz computer with a Sensoray 626
encoder card using a QNX Neutrino 6.0 operating system. The encoder card provides up to six 24-bit
counters for quadrature decoding, as well as 48 digital input/output channels that have edge-triggered
interrupt capabilities and four analog output channels with 14-bit digital-to-analog conversion (DAC)
providing an output voltage of ±10V. The motor enable signals, as well as the limit switches are
connected to the digital input/output lines of the 626 card with 0V(off) and 5V(on) states. The RS422
protocol encoder signals from all three motors of the DeltaBot are connected to the 626’s dedicated
encoder input channels. The cost of a single 626 card very low relative to that of PMAC, thus
allowing for the development of a cost effective control system around a standard personal computer.

3.3

Process Structure of the QMARC

The distributed software system of the controller consists of five concurrent processes, shown in the
ovals in Figure 3-2. These processes are the GUI, Starter, Timer, Controller and Hardware Server.
As their names suggest, the GUI is the QNX Photon Graphical User Interface. On the GUI, the user
can change settings for the QMARC system, and initialize the Starter process. The purpose of the
Starter process is to run (or spawn) the Controller and Hardware Server, and to establish
communication with these processes. The reason that the GUI does not do this directly is because
QNX Photon applications do not have the same communication channels as regular QNX programs.
It is simpler for the GUI to spawn the Starter process to handle the process communication. The
Timer process is a real-time interrupt that keeps track of the system clock initiated from the
Controller process. The Timer sends the Controller messages at a fixed sampling rate, was selected to
ensure that all control calculations would be completed within the given time period under normal
circumstances.

When the Controller receives a Timer message, it sends a message to the Hardware

Server requesting information about the current position of the motor. Using the data about the
motor, the Controller performs its control algorithm and sends a second message to the Hardware
server providing it with the command for the motor. The Hardware Server is a separate process that
manages all data to and from the encoder card as well as analog/digital inputs and outputs and safety
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features. This process is always waiting for the Controller to send it messages. When the Hardware
Server has completed its task, it replies to the Controller, freeing it from its blocked state.

Figure 3-2: QMARC Process Communication Structure

Once the Controller runs to completion, it ends the Timer and sends a message to the Hardware
Server telling it to exit. Before exiting, both the Hardware Server and the Controller sends a message
to the Starter program telling it to end as well. Thus all processes exit and the user can return to the
GUI process to run the controller again.
The messages sent between the processes only occur in one direction, with replies returning in the
opposite direction. The Starter sends replies to the Controller and Hardware Server and the Hardware
Server replies to the Controller, however the Timer does not require a reply. Using this client-server
communication network prevents deadlock, which is a serious problem in multi-process systems.
The Hardware Server runs at the highest priority, next is the Timer and then the Controller. Setting
important processes to high priorities ensures that they execute without interruption by low-priority
processes. The priority of the Hardware Server is 60, whereas the Controller and Timer are at a
priority of 50. The Starter runs at the lowest priority of 30. The maximum priority of a process is 64.
Round-robin scheduling was used for all processes so that same priority processes could share
processor time.
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Using the distributed software structure with this hardware-communication setup allows for fast,
efficient real-time control of the motor.

Because only the Hardware server deals with direct

protocols to the 626 Encoder card, the hardware is effectively decoupled from the software system.
This means that changing the hardware will not affect the controller software, and just the Hardware
Server needs to be updated. The Timer was implemented as a separate interrupt, instead of polling
within the main controller loop, to accommodate future expansions of the software where more than
one process may need to track the same timer.

3.3.1 QNX Message-Handling Functions
QNX has many message handling functions that can be used for ease of communication between
processes. Before sending a message to a process, the structure of the message must be defined and
communication connection must be established between the processes.
The message structure can vary between applications depending on the need of the client and
servers. For this research, four different fields were required in the message, defined by structure
called ClientMessageT, as shown in Figure 3-3. The first field is an integer, iMsgType, representing
the message type, or what kind of task it wants performed by the server. The second field is
fMsgData, a floating-point array containing data transferring between the client and server processes.
The third field is an integer array containing initialization data used to establish communication
between the client and server processes. The fourth field is an integer representing the status of the
server, iStatus, used to communicate success or hardware failures. The fMsgData and iInitData
arrays are defined to be the size of the maximum number of motors in the system, providing enough
room to contain data for every motor in a single message. For the Deltabot, NUM_MOTOR_MAX is
equal to three.
// message structure
typedef struct
{
int
iMsgType;
float fMsgData[NUM_MOTOR_MAX];
int
iInitData[NUM_MOTOR_MAX];
int
iStatus;
}ClientMessageT;

//Message Type
//Floating-Point Data
//Initialization Data
//Status of hardware

Figure 3-3: Message Structure for Client-Server Communication
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To establish communication between the client and server processes, the server needs to provide
the client with its process id and channel id numbers. In QMARC, the Starter process spawns the
Controller and Hardware Server processes. Because the Controller and Hardware Server are child
processes of the Starter, they can retrieve the Starter’s process id by called getppid(). The Controller,
however, receives the Hardware Server’s process and channel id through the Starter when Starter
spawns the Controller. This is achieved by passing the id numbers through the argv arguments of the
spawnl() command.
The process id number can be retrieved within any process by calling the getpid() function, and the
channel id can be created by calling ChannelCreate(). With this information, the client can establish a
connection to the server by calling ConnectAttach().

ConnectAttach() returns a connection id

number, which is then used to send messages to the server [9]. Sample code of how to do this is
shown in Figure 3-4. Messages are sent from the client using the MsgSend() function, and is received
by the server with the MsgReceive() function. MsgReply() is used to send a reply message to the
client after the server is finished. It is important to plan how the server process id and channel id will
be sent to client processes, so that they can establish communication to the server.
After the client process calls MsgSend(), the client process will be suspended (or be in blocked
state) until the it receives a reply message from the server call to MsgReply(). On the server side, the
server is blocked until it receives a message from the client with MsgReceive(). When a process is in
a blocked state, other processes are allowed to run. By setting the client and server to high priorities,
it can be ensured that they can continue to run again as soon as they are unblocked. For the QMARC,
all message types are defined in the MsgType.h header file located in the Include folder of the main
directory of the QMARC system.
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#define MT_ENABLE_MOTORS
#define NO_ERR

30
0

//Message Type

ClientMessageT outmsg, replymsg, inmsg;

In server process:
Process_id = getpid();
Channel_id = ChannelCreate(0);

//Get process id
//Create a communication channel

//Server sends the process id and channel id to child process
//by passing it through spawnl() or retrieving it from a parent process
.
.
.
//Server loops infinitely processing messages
while (1)
{
//get the message and print it
rcvid = MsgReceive (chid, &inMsg, sizeof (ClientMessageT), NULL);
//perform function to enable motors
.
.
.
//Reply to client when completed
outMsg.iStatus = NO_ERR;
MsgReply (rcvid, EOK, &outMsg, sizeof (ClientMessageT));
}

In client process:
//client retrieves server’s process and channel id from a parent process
//through getppid() or from spawnl()
.
.
.
//Establishes connection
connection_id = ConnectAttach (0, process_id, channel_id, 0 , 0);
outmsg.iMsgType = MT_ENABLE_MOTORS;
MsgSend(connection_id,
outmsg,
sizeof(ClientMessageT));

sizeof(ClientMessageT),

replymsg,

Figure 3-4: Example code for client-server communication and message-handling
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3.4

Design of the Controller Console

Programming a Graphical User Interface (GUI) on the QNX operating system is very similar to
Microsoft Visual C++ development. Using the QNX Momentics Software Development suite, GUIs
can be creating with predefined widgets, such as buttons, integer edit boxes, floating point edit boxes,
combo boxes, and labels available in the Photon Application Builder. Photon operates on the
principle that any event caused by moving or clicking the GUI, will send a message to the main
Photon message loop. It is up to the programmer to write specific functions to handle desired events.
For example, when a button is clicked on by the mouse an “arm” message is created. By writing a
callback function for the “arm” message, the programmer can specify what actions are taken when the
button is clicked. Because Photon has special messages that it uses to process actions on the GUI,
regular QNX message-handling described in section 3.3.1 can not be done. Instead, special Photon
message channels must be setup to establish communication. In the QMARC system, the GUI will be
referred to as Controller Console and its purpose is to initialize the controller. Since the Controller
Console is not updated by information from other processes, it was not necessary to setup Photon
communication channels. Instead, the GUI spawns Starter, a QNX process that handles all of the
communication for it.
The layout of the Controller Console is shown in Figure 3-5, depicts the five main sections of the
GUI. The first section is “Controller General Settings”, which allows user to set the number of
motors to be controlled, the servo loop period and the home position measured from the top limit
switch in counts. The servo loop period is restricted to periods of at least 300µs and must be an even
multiple of 100. The second section has the “Trajectory Generation” settings. This section allows the
user to select the method of trajectory generation to use and select the file location where the path
knots are stored. The third section is the “Step Motor” settings. When tuning the PID controller, a
step input is generally used. The size (in counts) and duration (in seconds) for the step input can be
specified from the GUI. To run the step, the user must click on the “Step Motor Now” button. Note,
that doing this will step all motors specified in the first section of the GUI. The fourth section is the
“Controller Gains” settings. It allows the user to specify gains used for the PID controller with feedforward velocity and acceleration compensation and notch filter for the number of motors specified.
Although there are entries for four motors, the maximum number of motors allowable on the Deltabot
is currently three. The edit boxes for motor gains, which are not being used will be disabled on the
GUI whenever the user updates the “Number of motors” edit box. The sixth section is “Data Gather
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Settings”. Here, the user can specify the frequency to collect data, the file location to log the data,
and what fields to collect. The frequency of gather data is a function of the servo loop, it can be set to
gather data every servo loop, every other servo loop etc. There are four different fields that can be
collected: time of the sample, DAC output to the motors, the command position and the actual
position of the motor, measured in counts. The data is output in a Matlab data file and should have a
“.m” extension. Writing the data to a Matlab file allows the user to graph to data more easily on a
computer with a Microsoft Windows platform. Currently, graphing features are not used on the QNX
computer.

Figure 3-5: QMARC Photon Graphical User Interface (GUI)
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All controller settings on the Controller Console, except for the “Step Motor” settings are saved to
a settings.txt file, located in the directory of the Console program, before exiting the program.
Whenever the GUI is started, the controller settings are retrieved from the file and loaded onto the
GUI.
After the controller settings are entered, the user can click on the “Home Robot” button to run the
homing sequence of the robot, or click on the “Start Controller” button to run the robot with the
trajectory generator specified. The “Cancel” button is closes the GUI without saving changes to the
settings file, whereas the “Exit” button will save the settings before exiting. Whenever the “Step
Motor Now” button, “Home Robot” button or “Start Controller” button is clicked on, the data from
the GUI is saved to the settings file, and the Starter process is spawned from the GUI. To determine
which button was pressed, the GUI sends a message type flag to the Starter process. This information
is then passed along to the Controller process so that it can start up in the appropriate controller mode.
While tuning the controlle r, it is often useful to know the accumulated absolute position error of the
motors. This statistical data is displayed on the same terminal where the user runs the Controller
Console program. All error messages from the Hardware Server or the Controller will be displayed
on this terminal as well.

3.5

Design of the Starter Process

The purpose of the Starter program is to be a gateway between the Controller Console and the
Controller and Hardware Server processes. As mentioned in section 3.4, the Controller Console does
not use the same message channels as the QNX processes, making communication more difficult.
However, since the console does not need to be updated by any other process, the GUI only needs to
do one-way communication. As shown in Figure 3-6, when a button (other than the Exit button) is
pressed on the console, the Starter process is spawned from the GUI passing along information about
which button was pressed, using the spawnl() function. The Starter program reads these values in as
string arguments and converts them to integer or floating-point values. Starter then spawns the
Hardware Server and Controller processes using spawnl() passing them its channel id number.
Starter’s channel id is used by the Hardware Server and the Controller to connect it. The connection
allows the Starter to know if the spawnl() was successful. When Hardware Server is spawned it sends
a message to the Starter to inform it that the spawnl() call was successful, and it also sends back its
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own Process ID and Channel ID numbers. These ID numbers are then passed on the Controller
process by the Starter, so that the Controller can establish direct communication with the Hardware
Server. If the “Step Motor Now” button was pressed on the GUI, then the step size and duration are
passed to the Starter program as arguments in spawnl() and passed to the Controller process in the
reply message. Starter then waits for a message from the Hardware Server and the Controller
indicating that it is done. Once it receives messages from both processes, the Starter program exits.
Keeping the Starter process running ensures that any error messages from the child processes will be
displayed on the terminal window. If the Starter process exits immediately after spawning the
processes, the error messages and statistical data will be lost, unless it is output to file.
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Button pressed on Controller Console

START

Retrieve GUI data from spawnl() arguments

Create a channel for message communication

Spawn Hardware Server passing it the channel id

Block process, waiting for a message to be
received from Hardware Server using the
MsgReceive() command

No

Has
a message been
received?
Yes
Send a reply to Hardware Server

Spawn Controller process passing it the
channel id of Starter

Block process, waiting for a message to be
received from Controller using the
MsgReceive() command

No

Has
a message been
received?
Yes

Send reply to Controller with GUI button data and
Hardware Server’s Process ID and Channel ID

Block process, waiting for “Done” messages
from the Hardware Server and Controller

No

Messages
received?
Yes
END

Figure 3-6: Flow Chart of Starter Process
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3.6

Design of the Hardware Server

The Hardware Server is a process initialized from the Starter process, and terminated by a message
from the Controller process.

This server receives messages regarding input and output to the

Sensoray 626 Encoder card. It performs all hardware input and output, and monitors limit switches
using an edge-triggered interrupt line built into the interface card. The Hardware Server runs in a
semi-infinite loop blocked by the operating system on a MsgReceive() command until it receives a
message from the Controller.

When a message is received, the Hardware Server unblocks,

determines the type of message that was sent to it using the integer field, iMsgType, in the message
and then performs the appropriate actions. After the action is completed, the Hardware Server sends
a reply message back to the Controller along with the status of its actions, and then continues back to
the beginning of the message loop. The server handles twelve different messages:
1. Retrieve the encoder counter values for all motors.
2. Send DAC output for all motors.
3. Retrieve the encoder counter value for a single, specified motor.
4. Send DAC output for a single, specified motor.
5. Enable a single, specified motor.
6. Disable a single, specified motor
7. Disable all motors
8. Reset encoder counter to “zero” value.
9. Enable interrupts to monitor hardware safety features.
10. Disable interrupts to monitor hardware safety features.
11. Clear safety status flag.
12. Exit Hardware Server
A safety status flag is used to monitor the errors in the Hardware Server. If the limit switches are
tripped, encoder overflow occurs, or an unrecognized message is detected, the status flag is set and
sent back to the Controller in the reply message. Safety features are covered in more detail in Section
3.10. Messages are processed in order of time-critical importance. Messages related to retrieving
encoder positions and sending DAC output are checked first in the message loop because they are
used in a real-time control lo op by the Controller. Single motor functions are kept separate from
functions that apply to all motors.

Single motor functions are predominately used in homing

procedures. Functions concerning all motors are used for time-critical control loops, since sending a
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single message for each motor can be time consuming. All data passed in the messages are stored in
the fMsgData array contained in the message structure.
The Hardware Server was written specifically for the Sensoray 626 encoder card using the
Sensoray QNX library.

Hardware protocols are kept separate from the Controller so that the

Controller is decoupled from the equipment used in the application. This means that if new hardware
is purchased, only the Hardware Server will have to be rewritten, saving both time and money.
When the Hardware Server is initially started from the Controller Console, it connects to the Starter
and sends it a message with its process id and channel id number. Through the Starter, the process id
and channel id of the Hardware Server is passed to the Controller. As shown in Figure 3-7, the
Hardware Server then runs in a semi-infinite loop processing messages received from the Controller
and performing calls to the Sensoray QNX library. When the server receives an exit message from
the Controller indicating that the Controller is complete, the Hardware Server sends a “Done”
message to the Starter program and then exits. Homing procedures will be covered in section 3.10.
START

Initialize the 626 Encoder Card

Block process, waiting for a message to be
received using the MsgReceive() command

Has
a message been
received?

No

Yes
Determine what type of message was received

Perform actions required

Was
it an “Exit”
message?

No

Yes
Send “Done” message to Starter Process

END

Figure 3-7: Flow-chart for Hardware Server
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3.7

Design of the Timer

The Timer consists of a software interrupt handler, using the timer interrupt number 0 built into QNX
Neutrino 6.0. The period of the timer interrupt is determined by calling ClockPeriod(), a QNX
function called from the setupTimer() function in the MultiAxisRobot class. A global timer event
variable, timevent, is attached to the timer interrupt and then linked to an interrupt service routine
(ISR), as shown in Figure 3-8. For the QMARC, the interrupt handler is set for a period of 100 µs. In
the ISR, a global variable is used to keep track of the number of times the timer interrupt has
occurred. This variable, timctr, must be declared as volatile. When the counter equals the servo
interrupt time of the servo loop, then the ISR returns the timer event, so that the Controller process
unblocks the InterruptWait() command in the servo loop.
struct sigevent timevent;
volatile unsigned timctr;

//Timer Event
//Timer for counter

//ISR - Interrupt Service Routine
//Handles the timer ClockPeriod() interrupts
const struct sigevent *handler(void *area, int id)
{
//Clock runs by period set by ClockPeriod()
if(++timctr == iServoIntRnd)
{
timctr=0;
return(&timevent);
}
else
return(NULL);
}
//Set the timer interrupt according to ClockPeriod(), interrupt 0
int MultiaxisRobot::setupTimer(void)
{
struct _clockperiod clkper;
//Set the Clock Period to minimum value of 100 microseconds
clkper.nsec = 100000;
clkper.fract = 0;
ClockPeriod(CLOCK_REALTIME,&clkper,NULL,0);
ThreadCtl(_NTO_TCTL_IO,0);
timevent.sigev_notify=SIGEV_INTR;

//Request I/O privity
//Initialize event structure

//Attach ISR vector, interrupt 0 is clock interrupt
timid=InterruptAttach(SYSPAGE_ENTRY(qtime)->intr,&handler,NULL,0,0);
return 0;
}

Figure 3-8: Code for Timer ISR and Setup Procedure
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3.8

Design of the Controller

The Controller is the heart of the QMARC system. It consists of the control algorithm, trajectory
generation, safety procedures, timing and hardware message handling in closed control-loop.
Objectives of the Controller design were to create a general software structure that had high
flexibility, expandability, and was easy to follow, update and understand. High flexibility allows for
expansions in the software such as applying different control algorithms and trajectory generation
techniques. Hardware changes such as the incorporation of a vision system and different endeffectors, motor drives and manipulators should also be possible with minimal change to the existing
software. To build a flexible system, the software structure needs to be modular. A modular program
keeps segments of code encapsulated, such that a change in one component of the software will not
adversely affect other areas. In software engineering, a technique called Object-Oriented design is
used to achieve this goal [10].
The object-oriented structure used for this project was developed based on research by Loffler et al.
[33].

As shown in Figure 3-9, the controller was organized into Base Classes and Specific

Subclasses. The Base Classes are modules providing general functions and properties commonly
found in a robotic motion controller. Five base classes were created for this motion controller:
CObject, CManipulator, CGripper, CTrajGenerator, and CServoCtrl. All Base Classes are preceded
with a “C” to distinguish them for Specific Subclasses.
The Base Classes are divided into two groups: physical classes and functional classes. Physical
classes are based on physical hardware used in the motion controller, whereas functional classes deal
with the mathematical aspects of the controller. On the hardware side, there is the CObject class.
This class contains all properties common to any physical object, such as a universal system timer,
servo loop period etc. CManipulator and CGripper are classes for manipulators and grippers,
respectively, and are subclasses of CObject. Being a subclass means that it inherits all of the parent
class’ public properties and functions.

If additional hardware is required, then new subclasses can

be made from CObject. The remaining two base classes: CTrajGenerator and CServoCtrl, contain the
operations and calculations required for trajectory generation and servo control, respectively. By
default, the CTrajGenerator produces a constant trajectory used for Step Input. Using the five base
classes defined above, Specific Subclasses can be derived that are specific to the controller
application.

All base classes were designed to maximize reusable code by a specific subclass.
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The motion controller in this research was designed for control of the Deltabot. Key functions such
as performing the control loop are defined in the MultiaxisRobot class, a subclass of the
CManipulator base class. The MultiaxisRobot class also contains the communication protocols to the
Hardware Server and the Timer used for the control loop. The control algorithm implemented on the
manipulator was PID control with Velocity and Acceleration Feed-Forward compensation, which is
contained in the PIDffCtrl class derived from the CServoCtrl base class. Details on this control
algorithm are covered in Section 3.11. In addition, two different methods of trajectory generation
were implemented in this controller: offline cubic spline and online Position-Velocity-Time (PVT)
trajectory generation.

These techniques were separated into two different classes named

CubSplineTrajGen and PVTOnlineTrajGen. Trajectory generation is used to determine the command
position for each time instance of the servo loop. Details on these algorithms are covered in Section
3.12. In addition, it should be noted that both the control and trajectory generation algorithms were
implemented from the PMAC model, to facilitate the comparisons between the two controllers. The
control of the gripper was not necessary in this research; therefore CGripper does not have a specific
subclass.

Base Classes
CObject

CManipulator

CGripper

CTrajGenerator

CServoCtrl

MultiaxisRobot

CubSplineTrajGen

PVTTrajGen

PIDffCtrl

Specific Subclasses
Figure 3-9: Class structure of robotic motion controller
3.8.1.1 Detailed Base Class Descriptions
This section will cover the detailed software description of each base class: CObject, CManipulator,
CGripper, CTrajGenerator and CServoCtrl. Not all base classes are fully implemented but are still
presented here to demonstrate the full software infrastructure for future research development.
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As a standard naming convention for all member variables, variables with an “i” prefix represents
an integer data type and “f” represents a floating point number. Integers are two-byte signed values
ranging from –32768 to 32767. Floating-point numbers are four bytes long and range from -3.4 X
10-38 to 3.4 X 1038 .
Base classes: CObject, CTrajGenerator and CServoCtrl all contain a floating-point variable,
fServoInt used to specific the period of the servo interrupt in seconds. This variable is defined by
calling the init() function in each base class. This init() function is declared as virtual so that it can be
overloaded by subclasses if necessary.
3.8.1.1.1

CObject Class Description

The CObject class contains a member variable for the servo interrupt period, fServoInt. It also
contains the init() function that sets this variable and converts it from microseconds to seconds.
3.8.1.1.2

CManipulator Class Description

The CManipulator Cla ss has three member variables: iNumMotors, iHome and fCurPos, which
represents the number of motors in the manipulator, the home position of each motor measured in
counts and the current position of each motor in counts.
Virtual functions are also defined for the control loop (ctrlLoop()) and to setup the timer
(setTimer()). These functions are implemented in the subclass level. Only empty functions are
provided here to ensure the polymorphism can be applied to future subclasses of CManipulator.
3.8.1.1.3

CGripper Class Description

The CGripper class currently does not contain any member variables or function. It is added as a
demonstration of how the CObject class can be used and is reserved for future research development.
3.8.1.1.4

CTrajGenerator Class Description

Command positions are created for servo control via trajectory generation. CTrajGenerator class
contains four member variables: fServoInt represents the servo interrupt period, fPosQueue represents
a pointer to the position queue, iPosCurPtr indicates the index of the current position to read
command values, and iPosQueueCtr gives the total size of the queue. All of these variables are used
for the collection of command positions at each time instance of the servo control.

For offline

trajectory generation, these position values are calculated prior to starting the control loop. The size
of the position queue is dynamically allocated in real-time based on the total time length of the
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manipulator motion, as well as the desired servo control clock frequency. Dynamic memory
allocation is performed by calling member function setPosQueue(), giving it the size of the desired
queue. Queue size is calculated using the following equation:
Position queue size = (total time of move / servo interrupt period) + 1
Member function getCurPosQueue() is used to retrieve the current command position from the
position queue.
In CTrajGenerator there are two sets of virtual member functions for: online and offline trajectory
generation. Online trajectory generation requires separate functions for interpolating between two
knots (interpPoint()) , calculation path segment coefficients (calcCoeff()) and to retrieve real-time
data (readData()). Offline trajectory generation combines all computations in one simple function
called to calcPath(). All of these functions are redefined at the subclass level. The default trajectory
implemented in calcPath() is an ideal step input, with a step size and duration defined by the user in
the Controller Console.
3.8.1.1.5

CServoCtrl Class Description

The control algorithm for the motion controller is contained in the CServoCtrl base class. CServoCtrl
contains one member variable for the new DAC output, fDACOut, and two member functions to set
the gains of the controller (setGain()) and the control computation itself called ctrlCalc(). Both
setGain() and ctrlCalc() are empty in this base class and are reserved for implementation in its
subclasses.

3.8.1.2 Detailed Specific Subclass Descriptions
The Specific Subclasses are written for a specific application of the QMARC. All subclasses are
derived from one of the five base classes described in Section 3.8.1.1. For motion control, four
specific subclasses are used: MultiaxisRobot, CubSplineTrajGen, PVTTrajGen and PIDffCtrl.
Variable data type naming conventions are identical to those described for the Base Classes.
3.8.1.2.1

MultiaxisRobot Class Description

The MultiaxisRobot Class is derived from the CManipulator base class, and is primarily used for the
communication to the Hardware Server, to initialize and monitor the Timer of the controller, perform
the control loop, and handle safety protocols involved with hardware and software faults.
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There are two member variables in this class used for communication: the connection ID (iCoid), is
used to communicate to the Hardware Server, and iTimid holds the process id for communication to
the Timer.

Functions sendServerMsg() is used to send messages to the Hardware Server,

faultHandler() is used to handle fault messages received from the Hardware Server, and setupTimer()
is used to initialize and setup the Timer.
The settings for gathering data are summarized in three member variables: outFilePtr is a file
pointer to the output file, iDataGatherFreq gives the frequency to gather data in the servo loop, and
iDataGatherFlags contains the bit flags indicating the fields to gather data from. The options for data
collection during the servo loop are: time, DAC output, command position and actual position. The
logged data is output to a Matlab file by calling the outputDataFile() member function, outside of the
control loop.
In order to read knots that define the desired manipulator path, two variables are used:
iCurQueuePtr representing the position of the circular queue with knot data and bQueueEOF flag
used to indicate the end of the queue. This circular queue is an array of the position-velocity-time
(PVT) structure type with an arbitrary length of 10, which is declared globally. It is used only for
online trajectory generation in the member function readFile() of the PVTOnlineTrajGen class.
All of these member variables and functions covered thus far are private and can only be accessed
within the class. Another private member function called homeCtrlLoop() is a special control loop
used to home the motors.
Public member functions include initiating communication to the Hardware Server and setting the
servo interrupt period in init(), ending communication in close(), setting the home position of all
motors in setHomePos(), setting the “zero” encoder positions for the motors in zeroMotorPos() and
the performing

the control loop.

Depending on the value of member variable indicating the

trajectory generation mode (iTrajGenMode), ctrlLoop() is called for offline trajectory generation,
whereas ctrlLoopOnlineTrajGen() is called for online trajectory generation. Both ctrlLoop() and
ctrlLoopOnlineTrajGen() require pointers to CTrajGenerator and CServoCtrl objects to perform the
control loop, however online trajectory generation also requires a pointer to a data file containing
information on path knots. Since the control loop functions use base class pointers as inputs, they
accept any subclasses of that base class as well. This is possible due to the polymorphic nature of
object-oriented software design. By setting the base class pointers to the appropriate subclass, the
trajectory generation and control algorithm can be altered without modifying the member function.
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The calcPath() function must always be called prior to calling the ctrlLoop() function. Since
ctrlLoop() assumes that the position queue for the command path has already been calculated. The
algorithm used for this control loop is shown in Figure 3-10. Basically, the program determines the
length of the position queue by reading the CTrajGenerator member variable iPosQueueCtr, and then
loops around waiting for an interrupt from the Timer. It then extracts the current command position
using getCurPosQueue() and calculates the new DAC output by calling ctrlCalc() in CServoCtrl.
Sending messages between processes take considerable time, so to minimize time in the control loop
a single message is sent to the Hardware Server to retrieve all motor positions and to send all motors
their new DAC output signal. All statistical data is saved to a buffer array during the motion, and is
output to a Matlab file after the move is completed. The motors and safety features are automatically
enabled before the move and disabled after the move is done.
The algorithm for the control loop used in online trajectory generation (ctrlLoopOnlineTrajGen())
is shown in Figure 3-11. This control loop is very similar to ctrlLoop() used in offline trajectory
generation, except the total time of the move is marked by the end of the data file containing the PVT
knots for trajectory generation. The readFile() function in the MultiaxisRobot class is used to read
data from the PVT data file and store knots into a circular queue. The first time readFile() is called,
the first three knots in the path are read, then every successive call reads two knots. This means that
in order to do PVT online trajectory generation at least three points on the manipulator path must be
known a priori. Instead of reading in three points, the function can be easily modified to read in only
two, however this is left for future research. The PVTOnlineTrajGen class has its own readData()
function used to copy knot points from the circular queue to a small array located within the class
memory. After reading the initial path knot from the queue, the program enters a loop where it first
reads in a point representing the end of the time segment, calculates the coefficients of the cubic
spline between the two knots and then loops through waiting for the interrupt and interpolating
command positions, doing control, at each time instance within that segment. When the time segment
covered by the two knots is finished, the function reads another knot from the circular queue, until the
end flag in the circular queue is found. This end flag signifies an end of file, which terminates the
control loop and outputs data to file.
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Get length of command position
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to enable all motors.
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Wait for Timer interrupt
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For
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Calculate current command position by calling
getCmdPos() inCTrajGenerator

Calculate new feedrate by calling
ctrlCalc() in CServoCtrl
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to output command signal to all motors
Save current time, actual and command
position data to buffer array.
Output error message if control interval is > 20us
of the desired period of the controller.

Send message of Hardware Server
to disable all motors
Output data in buffer array to a Matlab file

END

Figure 3-10: Flow-chart of algorithm for offline trajectory generation control loop, ctrlLoop()
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Figure 3-11: Flow-chart of algorithm for online trajectory generation control loop,
ctrlLoopOnlineTraj()
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3.8.1.2.2

CubSplineTrajGen Class Description

The cubic spline offline trajectory generation class CubSplineTrajGen is derived from the
CTrajGenerator base class. CubSplineTrajGen has two private member functions: getAcceleration(),
which calculates the acceleration of each knot so that the acceleration, velocity and position of the
trajectory is continuous and interpPoint(), which interpolates the position for any point in time.
InterpPoint() is declared as a virtual function in the base class CTrajGenerator, however, for offline
trajectory generation overloads the operators to make the function suitable for offline computation.
Both interpPoint and getAcceleration() are used by calcPath(), which is the only public member
function of this class. CalcPath() calculates the cubic spline path for any set of non-uniformly spaced
knots, and produces a full position queue ready for the control loop. The mathematics of this class
are covered in Section 3.12.1.
3.8.1.2.3

PVTOnlineTrajGen Class Description

The Position-Velocity-Time (PVT) trajectory generation class PVTOnlineTrajGen is derived from the
CTrajGenerator base class. There are eight member variables in this class: iCurKnotPtr is the current
position on the circular queue used by the trajectory generator, the coefficients fA, fB, fC and fD of
the cubic spline polynomial equation, and arrays for two time instances of position, velocity and time
in variables fP, fV, and fT. Public member functions include: a constructor used to initialize class
variables, readData() used to read PVT values from circular queue, calcCoeff() uses the PVT knots to
calculate the fA, fB, fC, and fD coefficients of the cubic polynomial for the current time segment,
interpPoint() is used to interpolate the position within a spline segment, and saveDataInstance() used
to move array values from the current time instance to previous time instance in fP, fV and fT. The
mathematical details of this class are covered in Section 3.12.2.
3.8.1.2.4

PIDffCtrl Class Description

The PID control with feed-forward acceleration and velocity algorithm with a notch filter is
implemented in the PIDffCtrl class. This class is derived from the CServoCtrl base class and has five
private member variables representing the gains of the controller, which can be set by calling the
public setGain() member function. The gains are: portional gain (fPGain), integral gain (fIGain),
derivative gain (fDGain), feed-forward velocity gain (fKvff), and acceleration gain (fKaff). Two
private arrays are used to store the coefficients of the notch filter. Array fNcoeff stores the
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coefficients for the numerator and fDcoeff stores the coefficients of the denominator, covered in
Section 3.11.1 of the notch filter.
In addition, this class has five member variables used to store a few time instances of intermediate
variables used for the control calculation, these are: position error (ferror), integral error (fIntError),
command velocity (fCmdVel), command position (fCmdPos), and actual position (fActPos). To
calculate the feedrate for the motors, the controller calls the ctrlCalc() function. The init() is first
called to initialize all private member variables. The mathematical details of this control algorithm
are covered in Section 3.11.

3.9

Running the Controller

Before starting the control loop, the Controller is initialized by the Starter process, receiving the
process id and channel id of the Hardware Server. The Controller then reads the settings.txt data file
written by the Controller Console and saves the settings into the memory. It then processes the reply
message type from the Starter to determine which button on the GUI was pressed. Depending on the
button type, three different functions are called homeRobot(), stepMotor() or initCtrller(). These
three functions call and initialize the class functions.

3.10 Safety Features
Applying the QMARC to a robotic manipulator required the implementation of safety measures to
ensure that the robot arm and the motors of the Deltabot were not damaged if the control law became
unstable. Safety protocols monitoring motor positions with limit switches, software limits of the
encoder counters, and following error of the controller were developed.

3.10.1 Hardware Limit Switches
The DeltaBot uses two proximity limit switches to indicate maximum and minimum angles allowed
by the arms connected to each of the three motors. The QMARC uses six digital input channels to
monitor the limit switches via hardware interrupts initialized from the Hardware Server. When a
limit switch is tripped, the server determines which limit switch it was and sets a status flag for that
motor. As a result all limit switch interrupts are temporarily disabled. When the Controller process
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requests information from the Hardware Server during the servo control loop, the server informs the
controller process that the limit switch has been tripped using the iStatus field in the message. When
the Controller receives a non-zero status flag, the Controller exits the control loop and enters the fault
handler function, faultHandler() in the MultiaxisRobot class.

The faultHandler() immediately

disables all motors and outputs an error message to the terminal. The maximum latency for the limit
switches to be detected and handled by the Controller is one servo period. At a control loop
frequency of 2.5 kHz, the latency is only 400µs, which is acceptable for this control system.
3.10.1.1 Robot Homing Procedure
During homing, the limit switches are used to set the home position of each motor of the manipulator.
This is activated by pressing the “Home Robot” button on the GUI. The homing is done through the
setHomePos() function in the MultiaxisRobot class.

Function setHomePos() calls the

homeCtrlLoop() function, to move the robot arm at a constant velocity up to the top limit switch.
When the Hardware Server finds the top limit switch, it sets the status flags and informs the
Controller of the status of the limit switch at the next hardware request. The control loop will end
immediately and return to the setHomePos() function in MultiAxisRobot class.

The homing

subroutine will move the motor down slowly. At every sampling interval it will check to see if the
status of the limit switch triggered has changed, to make sure that the motor is no longer outside of its
boundaries. If the motor does not clear the limit switch within 10 counts, then a fatal error could have
occurred, so all motors are disabled as a safety measure. If the motor clears the limit switch within 10
counts successfully, then robot arm moves to the home distance set by the Controller Console. The
motor encoder counter is set to “zero” value. The entire process is repeated for each motor one-byone.
To maintain the client-server communication hierarchy, the Hardware Server cannot send a
message to the controller process directly when it knows that a limit switch has been tripped. In the
worse case scenario, the limit switch would occur immediately after the client receives a response
from the Hardware Server. This means that it would take one sampling interval for the appropriate
actions to be taken by the Controller. For our application a delay of one servo interrupt period is
tolerable.
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3.10.2 Software Position Limits
The counters used to measure the position of the motor encoder signals are located on the Sensoray
626 encoder card. These counters have 24-bit resolution, with a range from 0 to 16777216. At the
end of the homing sequence described in section 3.10.1.1, the counters are set to “zero”. This “zero”
value is actually 8388608, a value in the mid-range of the counter. An addition 32-bit signed long
software counter is used for every motor, which is set to zero by the zeroHomPos() function in the
MultiAxisRobot class. Every time the hardware counter is read, the Hardware Server calculates the
change in the counter from the previous time instance, and adds the difference in counts to the
software counter. The software counter ranges from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,648. Using a a
variable to store the counter value prevents the problem of counter overflow, which may occur in
robot motion using a hardware counter. Any hardware counter overflow that does occur is handled
by the calculation of the software counter.

3.10.3 Following Error Limit
When a controller becomes unstable, the accumulated following error of the position can blow up
dramatically. To ensure that controller instability does not damage the manipulator, a software limit
on the integrated following error is implemented in the ctrlLoop() and ctrlLoopOnlineTraj() functions
of the MultiaxisRobot class. This following error limit has been set to 200,000 counts in the
MsgType.h header file, but can be easily redefined by the programmer. If a following error occurs
the control loop will exit, and enter the fault handler subroutine, faultHandler(), located in the
MultiaxisRobot class. The faultHandler will immediately disable all motors and output an error
message to the terminal.

3.11 Control Algorithm
Digital control in the QMARC was modeled after the control algorithm utilized by the PMAC, so that
results and gains from the two controllers were comparable. PMAC uses a discrete time controller
that calculates the 16-bit DAC output of the system during every servo cycle [6]. The control
algorithm consists of a straightforward PID discrete time controller with feed-forward velocity and
acceleration, as shown in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-12: Schematic of PID Feed-Forward Velocity and Acceleration Control Algorithm

The control algorithm for the DAC output of the PMAC at each nth time instance can be expressed as
the following equation:

Kvff ⋅ CV ( n) + K aff ⋅ CA( n) K i ⋅ IE (n ) K d ⋅ AV (n ) 


DACOut ( n) = 2 −19 ⋅ K p  FE( n) +
+
−
128
2 23
128



(3-1)

Where,
Command velocity, CV(n) = command position(n) – command position(n-1)
Actual velocity, AV (n) = actual position(n) - actual position(n-1)
Command acceleration, CA(n) = CV(n) – CV(n-1)
Following error, FE(n) = command position(n) – actual position(n)
Integrated error, IE(n) =

n −1

∑ FE ( j )
j= 0

Variables K p , K i , and K d are the proportional, integral and derivative gains of the PID controller,
respectively. K vff and K aff are the velocity and acceleration feed-forward gains.
In the PMAC control algorithm, the following error and derivative terms are multiplied by a scaling
factor of 96 because in the PMAC process, the position is converted from a 24-bit value to a 48-bit
value and divided by 96. Since, the QMARC does not extend the position value in software, these
scaling factors are eliminated from Equation 3-1. Additional scaling factors found in the equation are
used to ensure numerical accuracy in the control calculation.
The DAC output signals from the Sensoray 626 Encoder card used for the QMARC system only
have only 14-bit resolution opposed to 16-bit found on in the PMAC. Because of this difference
Equation 3-1 was divided by a factor of 22 when implemented into QMARC.
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General tuning of the PID gains of the controller can be done using Ziegler-Nichols method with a
step input and then fine-tuned manually to minimize the accumulated squared error in position. The
feed-forward gains can be tuned with a standard second-order trajectory path. This control algorithm
was implemented in the PIDffCtrl class derived from the CServoCtrl base class in the software. The
gains of the controller are set through the graphical user in terface, and initialized in the controller
using the setGain() function in the PIDffCtrl class.

3.11.1 Notch Filter
A second-order notch filter shown in equation 3-2 was implemented on the QMARC to compensate
for resonant frequencies in the robot manipulator. The notch filter equation is:
Notch Filter =

1 + n1 z −1 + n2 z −2
1 + d1 z −1 + d 2 z −2

(3-2)

where n1 and n 2 are the numerator coefficients and where d 1 and d2 are the denominator coefficients.
Due to the light-weight design of the DeltaBot, the resonant frequency of the robot is not
apparent, and the notch filter is not required for its control. However, the notch filter can be used in
future control applications.

3.12 Trajectory Generation
Trajectory generation in QMARC can be accomplished through online or offline computation.
Offline computation has the advantage of ensuring (C2 ) acceleration continuity, and allows the
control loop to run at a slightly faster rate. However, offline trajectory generation requires exact
knowledge of the manipulator path prior to starting the control loop. Online trajectory generation
requires the user to specify path knots in a data file. These points can be generated in real-time
allowing the manipulator higher flexibility in movement for obstacle avoidance. Online computations
and reading the input data file adds computation time in each servo loop, however it can still be done
without slowing down the servo cycle rate of 2.5 kHz. Currently, both online and offline trajectory
generation is based on the cubic polynomial (spline path), however online trajectory generation does
not guarantee acceleration continuity, which would be dependent on the criterion used to calculate the
position, velocity and time points for each knot. Both trajectory generation methods calculates the
path using absolute position reference, opposed to relative positions.
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3.12.1 Offline Cubic Spline Trajectory Generation
The CubSplineTrajGen class provides smooth offline traje ctory generation for an N number of knots
in a predefined path. For position control of a DC motor, the program requires a data file containing
the position of the motor at different time instances as input.

Using a natural cubic spline

interpolation method by Press et al. [54], the full path of the motor is determined at discrete time
instances corresponding to the sampling frequency. The knots can have regular or irregular time
intervals.
For QMARC, the interpolation is done for time (t) vs. motor position (y). Interpolation of the knots
is accomplished in two steps, first the second derivative of each knot is determined, and then the joint
position for each time instance, in between the knots, is calculated by evaluating the cubic spline.
The cubic spline equation [54] takes the form of:

y = Ay j + By j+1 + Cy ′j′ + D y ′j′+1

(3-3)

where,

A≡

t j+1 − t
t j +1 − t j

, B≡

t −tj
t j +1 − t j

,

(3-4)

C ≡ 16 ( A3 − A)(t j+1 − t j ) 2 ,

(3-5)

D ≡ 16 ( B 3 − B)( t j+1 − t j ) 2

(3-6)

In order to ensure that the second derivative of the equation above is also continuous for the first
derivative, we evaluate the first derivative of Equation 3-3, y´, for t=tj in the interval of (tj-1 , tj ) and set
it equal y´ for t=tj in the interval of (tj , tj+1 ). This produces the following equation, for j=2,…
N-1:

t j − t j−1
6

y ′j′−1 +

t j+1 − t j −1
3

y ′′j +

t j+1 − t j
6

y ′′j+1 =

y j+1 − y j
t j+1 − t j

−

y j − y j −1
t j − t j−1

(3-7)

There will be N-2 linear equations for N unknown y ′′ values. The remaining two equations are
developed by setting the boundary conditions of y ′′ at the two end knots of the path to zero. Doing
this will obtain a “natural” spline. Press et al. takes advantage of the tridiagonal property of this set
of equations to solve this system numerically. A tridiagonal is a “special case of a system of linear
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equations … that has nonzero elements only on the diagonal plus or minus one column” [54].
Systems with this characteristic can be solved using LU decomposition, forward and backwards
substitution in the order of N operations.
After calculating the y ′′ for each knot in the getAcceleration() function, the calcPath() function calls
the interpPoint() method that using a bisection search, bounded by the number of knots, to find the
appropriate time segment of the spline and uses the appropriate y ′′ values to solve Equation 3-3 for
the command position of any given time instance. All command positions generated are stored in an
array of values, fPosQueue. The ctrlLoop() function in MultiaxisRobot class calls the
getCurCmdPos() function in the CTrajGenerator class to retrieve these command positions from
fPosQueue.

Although the control loop accesses the command position queue in real-time, all

calculations for the trajectory are done offline, prior to starting the control loop.

3.12.2

Online Position-Velocity-Time (PVT) Trajectory Generation

Online trajectory generation in the QMARC is performed by calculating the piece-wise cubic
polynomial between any two knots. Like the PMAC, each knot is specified with a position, Xk and
velocity, Vk . In addition, the time interval Tk between adjacent knots must be given, as shown in
Figure 3-13. The piece-wise cubic polynomial spans from the kth knot to the (k+1)th knot, and is
different for each time segment.

Xk+1
Xk
Position

Xk-1

Vk+1

Vk

Vk-1

Time

Tk

Figure 3-13: Schematic of path for PVT online trajectory generation
Using the general third order cubic polynomial equation, the position Xk can be defined as follows:

X k = At 3 + Bt 2 + Ct + D
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(3-8)

Taking the derivative of Equation 3-8 gives the velocity:

X& k = Vk = 3 At 2 + 2Bt + C

(3-9)

where, polynomial coefficients A, B, C, and D must be solved for each time segment.
Between knots k and k+1, the initial position X(0)= X k and initial velocity V(0)= Vk . By
substituting the initial conditions into Equations 3-8 and 3-9, C and D can be solved to be C = Vk and
D = Xk .
Substituting the values of C and D back into Equations 3-8 and 3-9 gives a set of two equations and
two unknowns, A and B, which can be solved algebraically. The result is four linearly independent
equations that can be used to solve the coefficients of the cubic polynomial.

A=
B=

2( X k − X k +1 )
Tk

3

3( X k − X k +1 )
Tk

2

+
−

(Vk − Vk +1 )
Tk

2

( 2Vk − Vk +1 )
Tk

(3-10)

(3-11)

C = Vk

(3-12)

D = Xk

(3-13)

Since each time segment calculates the cubic polynomial with the assumption the polynomial starts at
time zero, in order to connect the piece-wise cubic polynomials to form a continuous path, a time shift
must be applied to Equation 3-8. The time shift, tshift , is the total time of the path up to the kth knot.
Subtracting tshift from time t will cause a shift in the positive direction of the time-axis. The modified
cubic polynomial equation used for PVT trajectory generation is therefore as follows:

X k = A(t − t shift ) 3 + B(t − t shift ) 2 + C (t − t shift ) + D

(3-14)

In the PVTOnlineTrajGen class, Equations 3-10 to 3-13 are implemented in calcCoeff() function, and
Equation 3-14 is implemented in the interpPoint() function. Both of these functions are called from
the ctrlLoopOnlineTraj() function in the MultiaxisRobot class as part of the online trajectory
generation control loop.
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Chapter 4
Software Design Issues
In real-time software development, there are a number of issues that commonly occur that can be
resolved with practical programming techniques. While developing the QMARC system, problems
encountered involved timing, data logging and memory allocation. All of these issues were addressed
and analyzed on the QMARC.

4.1

Timing

In robotic control, this time limit is determined by the sampling frequency of the controller. In each
sampling interval there are a number of tasks that must be completed before the next sample can be
processed. These tasks are as follows:
1. Retrieve the current motor encoder posit ion.
2. Attain the current command position from the trajectory generator.
3. Calculate the new DAC output for velocity command of the motor using a servo control
algorithm.
4. Output the new control signal to the DAC hardware.
5. Record the diagnostic data for each motor to a data buffer.
To minimize the computation time of the tasks required in every servo loop, separate control loop
functions, ctrlLoop() and ctrlLoopOnline() in the MultiaxisRobot Class, were written to reduce the
number of “if” conditional statements that would be needed if the two were incorporated into one
function.
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In addition, the control loops were programmed with the following programming guidelines. The
degree of code efficiency using these guidelines depends heavily on the compiler [55].
1. The number of “special cases” and if-statements were kept to a minimum.
2. Recursive loops were kept to a minimum.
3. Procedures were written inline (opposed to calling functions) whenever possible.
4. Procedures that were not required in the control loop were done before or after the loop.
5. All messages sent within the control loop to the Hardware Server (steps 1 and 4) performed
all motor operations with a single message, to minimize overhead caused by messagehandling.
6. Integer arithmetic is faster than floating-point arithmetic, so variables were kept as integers
whenever possible.
7. Boolean variables were be eliminated and replaced with integers.

4.1.1 POSIX Timer vs. QMARC Timer
Initially, the real-time controller used the POSIX timer functions built into the QNX operating
system.

POSIX is a Portable Operating System Interface standard common to operating systems

such as UNIX, LINUX and QNX with additional library functions specific to each operating system.
In the POSIX libraries there is a timer function that allows programmers to easily set a periodic timer
according to the computer clock. QNX extends the timer capabilities by allowing programmers to link
the timer to a communication network that sends messages to the controller at every time pulse.
Using the POSIX timer may seem to be a plausible alternative to writing a software interrupt.
Unfortunately, high-speed control applications require very quick and accurate timers. The POSIX
functions did not provide a relia ble periodic timer.
The key to understanding the POSIX timer problem is associated with how the POSIX timer works.
Before using the POSIX timer, the timer resolution of the system must be set with a QNX function
called ClockPeriod(). ClockPeriod() sets the time of a periodic interrupt associated with interrupt
number 0 on the operating system. The minimum interval is determined by either the computer
processor speed or 10µs [56]. The POSIX timer is basically an interrupt handler that allows the user
to set the period of the timer as long as it is an even multiple of the time set by ClockPeriod(). Having
a clock period of 10µs, for instance, would allow a higher resolution periodic timer, but the processor
will be interrupted every 10µs. For a sampling interval of 500µs, it would therefore be feasible to set
ClockPeriod() to 100µs, instead of 10µs. Since the POSIX timer is not open-source code, what
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happens in the handler is unknown, which may cause irregular time signals due to unknown overhead
sources.
It was found that using the POSIX timer, in the real-time controller, caused irregular time samples
for the first 0.30s of the control loop, no matter what the sampling frequency was set to. This
irregularity was related to the message-passing to the hardware server and the clock period, but could
not be isolated or amended. As a result, a specialized interrupt service routine (ISR) was written to
solve the problem. This ISR was attached to a built-in timer interrupt 0 as opposed to using the
POSIX timer.

After each servo interrupt period, the ISR sent a timer event out to unblock any

processes waiting on an InterruptWait() command. Because the ISR is a time-critical subroutine, the
code in the function should be minimal. In addition, the ISR can only access a limited number of
library functions [56].
Interrupt latencies have been documented by Krten [9]. These latencies arise when interrupts do
not occur at exactly 400µs from when the timer is started because other processes consume processor
time. For the most part, setting the control loop to the highest priority can diminish the effects of
latencies, but a timer request would still be asynchronous with the clock, so it would depend on when
in the clock cycle the request is made. Other latencies are involved with saving system variables
before switching to and from the interrupt.

4.2

Data Logging

For statistical analysis of the QMARC system, data logging was implemented. A common problem
in real-time systems is missing samples when logging data. By using a timer interrupt instead of the
POSIX timer, the timevent.sigev_notify property of the timer event associated wit h the ISR could be
controlled and set SIGEV_INTR, shown in Figure 3-8. This property allows one timer event to be
queued if it cannot be processed immediately. This means that no timer event will be missed as long
as the processing time of the control loop is not more than two times the sampling interval. If the
control loop is not finished when another timer event has arrived, the event will be put on queue until
the control loop is completed; the next iteration will simply be delayed and never missed. Data is
stored in a buffer array and output to a file after the move is completed. No data will be missed as
long as there is enough memory. For redundancy, the execution time of the control loop is calculated
by keeping track of the ClockCycles() function, which gives the current system clock pulse. If the
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sampling interval is more than 40µs greater than the desired sampling period then an error message is
displayed on the screen.
Data logged is stored into a large static array called fBuffer. The maximum size of the buffer was
arbitrarily set for 2000 samples with 10 data fields. If the number of data samples reaches the
maximum size, an error message will be displayed and the control loop will go into the fault handler.
This buffer size can be increased to whatever is necessary.

4.3

Memory Allocation of Variables

In a controller the memory allocation of large arrays is a major concern. Large arrays are used to
store path knots, the position command queue and the data buffer. When allocating memory for these
arrays it is often beneficial to declare a static pointer and then allocate memory to the pointer
dynamically. For instance, the fPosQueue using in CTrajGenerator class is a pointer to a floatingpoint va lue. Using the setPosQueue() function in the CTrajGenerator class the memory is allocated to
the position queue using the new command available in the C++ programming libraries, as shown in
Figure 4-1. Variable iPosQueueCtr must be set prior to calling setPosQueue(), in order to initialize
the position queue with the correct size. Declaring the position queue size dynamically ensures that
there is exactly enough memory of the queue preventing memory waste from static declarations that
are too large or memory faults from static arrays that are too small. If there is not enough memory in
the system, the new command will return a NULL value.
//Declaration of relevant variables in CTrajGenerator class
class CTrajGenerator
{ private:
float * fPosQueue;
public:
int iPosQueueCtr;
}
//Allocate just enough memory to store all data points
int CTrajGenerator::setPosQueue()
{
//Allocate memory for position queue
fPosQueue=new float[iPosQueueCtr];
if (fPosQueue==NULL)
{
printf("Error: Allocating memory for fPosQueue\n");
return(-1);
}
return 0;
}

Figure 4-1: Memory allocation code sample
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The new operator, however, does not work for memory allocation of multi-dimensional arrays in
QNX. The data buffer, fBuffer, in QMARC had to be declared statically to the size 2000 by 10 units.
However, depending on where this buffer is declared a memory fault error can occur. To understand
the problem, the memory allocation of programs must be examined. When programs are loaded into
memory, it is organized into three segments: the text segment (or code segment), stack segment and
heap segment. The text segment contains the compiled code, the stack contains variables saved
during a context switch when calling a function as well as local variables declared within the function
or class, and the heap stores global and static variables used in the program [57].
Initially, the fBuffer was declared in the MultiaxisRobot class. In QNX, the stack has 50kB of
memory, which is enough for a small application, however the fBuffer is 2000 by 10 floating-point
values in size. Each floating point is four bytes therefore the entire fBuffer is 80kB. This exceeds the
50kB limit on the stack. To resolve the problem the fBuffer was declared as a global variable,
allowing the buffer to be stored on the heap, which has a lot more memory thus avoiding memory
faults.
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Chapter 5
Software Testing and Analysis
The testing of distributed real-time software systems such as the QMARC can be challenging since a
real-time system is highly coupled to its environment. There are two main types of systems: EventTriggered (ET) and Time-Triggered (TT) systems.

In ET systems, actions are initiated by an

observed event. Since ET systems rely heavily on other tasks, they are generally more difficult to
develop and test. On the other hand, TT systems perform actions exclusively at predefined moments
in time. They are synchronous to the clock, so as long as all processes have access to the same global
clock source, then development is relatively easy [58]. The QMARC can be considered as an EventTriggered system. Although QMARC has a Timer process, the Controller acts on a timer event, not
at a predefined point in time. Being an ET system has drastic implications on how the system can be
effectively tested.
In general, distributed software systems are tested in phases, first starting from the development
and testing of individual processes, then their interfaces and finally system integration. Important
properties in testing a distributed system are observability and reproducibility. Observability of a
software system is the ability to test what the system does, how it does it and when it does it. In an
ET system, adding the elements to observe the system could change the behaviour of the system
itself. For instance in QMARC, if a printf() statement is added in the Hardware Server process to
view an intermediate value during the servo loop, then the delay caused by the printf() statement itself
can create a delay in the servo loop cycle, which in turn produces an error. Reproducibility is the
ability to predict and reproduce the same results given the same sequence of inputs. In a system that
has many concurrent processes, improper timing of events can cause differences in the observable
output. A reliable distributed software system must have predictable output.
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Experimental testing of the QMARC can be categorized into three main groups:
1. Tests for real-time behaviour of the servo controller.
2. Tests for the controller performance.
3. Tests for reproducibility of the controller results.
All data for these experiments was collected after the robot motion had completed, as to not effect the
observability of the system. Testing of the trajectory generation, and safety protocols were done in
unison to all tests and will not be presented as a formal experiment.

5.1

Real-Time Performance Tests and Results

The real-time behaviour of the QMARC was monitored using the ClockCycles() function available in
QNX. The ClockCycles() function returns the value of the computer clock and was used as a timer
for the servo loop interval.
Inaccurate clock pulses are detrimental to the controller because a fixed sampling interval is used in
the trajectory generation prior to entering the control loop. If the timer pulses are incorrect and the
error accumulates, then the command velocity will not be exactly as desired. In addition, derivative
estimates in the control will also be inaccurate. Through benchmark testing, slight variations in the
actual sampling interval within 5µs were detected.
Currently, the QMARC operates at a maximum frequency of 2.5kHz, or with a sampling interval of
400µs, for three concurrent motors. Calculations in the control loop on a 667MHz PC only requires
about 190µs. Out of this 190µs, about 65µs is taken to send the DAC output to the motor, which is
about 20µs to send an analog output signal to each motor using a single -ended command signal (as
opposed to a differential signal).
A step input of 1000 motor counts was applied to a single motor. As shown in Figure 5-1, when
the DAC output changes drastically from a positive to negative voltage or vice-versa, the desired
servo period of 400µs was increased by 20µs. This occurs at 0.025 seconds, 0.035 seconds and 0.045
seconds. If the magnitude of the DAC output during the change in polarity is large, then the result is
a longer delay due to the analog output. In fact, it can take up to 40µs per channel for the digital-toanalog conversion depending on the magnitude of the DAC signal during this change. Smaller
magnitude polarity changes can be observed at 0.062s and 0.0085s resulted in 10µs addition on to the
servo period. The servo loop period also varies at the beginning of the move when the system is busy
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starting up the Sensoray 626 Encoder card. Slight variations in the servo period within 5µs are
expected due to the resolution of the ClockCycles() function output.

Figure 5-1: Real-Time Servo Loop Period Variation in a Step Input Test
Technically, the additional 40µs per DAC channel would bring the total computational time of the
five steps to about 310µs (for three motors), which is still within the 400µs time constraint, however,
this does not happen in practice. The Timer process is set at a high priority of 50, however, the driver
for the hardware preempts the Timer interrupt handler when the DAC output is taking more than
65µs. Changing the priority of the Timer to a higher priority than the Hardware Server has made no
difference. The DAC driver causes up to 40µs per channel to be added on to the total time from that
sampling interval. If this time accumulated, then the trajectory that was generated offline would be
incorrect. However, every time the DAC signal changes signs and causes a longer servo cycle, the
next servo cycle is compensated with a shorter servo cycle, such that the average between the two
intervals is still about 400µs. This compensation occurs because of the global variable keeping track
of the number of times the timed Interrupt 0 occurs. As a result, the odd characteristic of the DAC
driver does not affect the overall performance of the controller.
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5.2

Controller Performance Tests and Results

The performance of the QMARC was compared to the commercial PMAC controller, currently used
for control of the Deltabot. Experimental command trajectories for both controllers were developed
by Rob Dekker [4]. The first path represents a standard pick-and-place operation on the X-Z plane of
the Deltabot’s workspace, and the second path was an arched pick-and-place path rotated by 30
degrees.
The experimental data collected from the PMAC was performed by Rob Dekker [4]. Using eleven
knots to define the path in Cartesian space, he generated the joint space knots using the inverse
kinematic equation of the Deltabot. These joint angles were then converted to motor counts using a
quadrature encoder resolution of 4096 counts/revolution and a gear ratio of 12:1. PMAC used these
knots to generate a uniform non-rational cubic B-spline path (using the spline1 function) [6].
Unfortunately, the exact controller gains used by Dekker are unknown; therefore, the paths cannot be
recreated. The ranges of the controller gains used by Dekker are shown in Table 5-1.

PMAC was

tuned for the best results possible; therefore, QMARC was also tuned for optimal performance.
The PID portions of the QMARC controller was initially tuned using Ziegler-Nichols method [46]
with a 1000 count step input and then manually adjusted for fine-tuning.

The velocity and

acceleration feed-forward components were tuned to a sinusoidal input with an amplitude of 1000
counts for 0.5ms. Tuning was done with the objective of minimizing the sum of absolute position
error. The controller gains used for QMARC are listed in Table 5-1. All tests on PMAC were run at
2.26 kHz (442µs period) and tests on QMARC were run at 2.5 kHz (400µs period). Data for both
PMAC and QMARC were collected once every four servo cycles.
Table 5-1: QMARC and PMAC Controller Gains

Kp

PMAC
Range
78600 to 145000

QMARC
Motor 1
182000

QMARC
Motor 2
182000

QMARC
Motor 3
183000

Ki

0

100

100

100

Kd

500 to 1500

3000

3000

3000

K vff

1750 to 8750

119000

103500

104000

K aff

8000 to 45000

100

100

100

Gains
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5.2.1 Standard X-Z Plane Path Test
The standard path for the Deltabot is a pick and place motion in the X-Z plane, shown in Figure 5-2,
was applied to the three arms of the Deltabot. The path moves 300mm along the X-axis and 25mm
in the Z-axis and then returns following the exact same path with a total cycle time of approximately
0.5s, allowing the Deltabot to move at the rate of about 120 cycles per minute.
The command path from the PMAC experiments was used as a basis for the QMARC
experiments. Only eleven points could be used to define the path in the PMAC tests because its
trajectory generator has a minimum time between knots. There is no such limit in QMARC. A
Matlab program was written to extract 37 knots from the command position, uniformly spaced
11.07ms apart.

These 37 knots were then used in QMARC with cubic spline trajectory generation

and then with PVT. Using more path knots allows QMARC to reproduce the PMAC command path
more closely, so that the experimental results are comparable. The command positions of the three
arms are depicted in Figure 5-3, along with the 37 selected knots. Note that the path for arm 2 was
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Figure 5-2: Standard X-Z Plane Path in Cartesian Space
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Figure 5-3: X-Z Plane Path – Arm Positions with Selected Path Knots
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After running the tests on QMARC using cubic spline and PVT trajectory generators, the end-effector
position was calculated using the forward kinematics equations of the Deltabot and are shown in
Figure 5-4. The end-effector path consists of movement from -150mm to +150mm on the X-axis and
then returning from +150mm to -150mm on the X-axis. It can be seen that the QMARC was able to
follow the desired end-effector path more closely than the PMAC, whether using PVT or cubic spline
trajectory generation. The greatest factor in controller performance was the tuning. Tuning PMAC
through a serial connection is time-consuming and cumbersome. Data collections required for these
tests take several minutes to download and a few more minutes to plot. In QMARC, objective
functions used for tuning are displayed immediately after the move has completed. Since controller
tuning in QMARC is much faster and simpler than tuning in PMAC [59], it can be seen that the
QMARC yielded better results.
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Figure 5-4: X-Z Plane Path – End-Effector Position using PMAC and QMARC
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5.2.1.1 Tests using Cubic Spline Trajectory Generation
Cubic spline trajectory generation was used for QMARC tests to ensure that the robot motion was
smooth. Offline cubic spline interpolation guaranteed velocity and acceleration continuity. By using
path knots sampled directly from the PMAC tests, the cubic spline trajectory generator in QMARC
was able to reproduce the PMAC command signal within 0.002 radians.
As shown in Figure 5-5, the actual positions of the arms were much closer to the command path
using QMARC than PMAC. The actual position of all three arms using PMAC lagged behind the
command position in regions of high velocity. In QMARC, this velocity error was compensated for
by increasing feed-forward velocity compensation. In theory, this could have also been done in
PMAC; however, the controller gains used in Dekker’s dataset was not as well tuned as QMARC.
The arm position errors for both PMAC and QMARC are shown in Figure 5-6. The position error
of the PMAC ranged from –0.0970 to 0.0964 radians from Arm 1, -0.0609 to 0.0616 radians for Arm
2, and –0.0619 to 0.0616 radians for Arm 3. QMARC had an error from –0.00627 to 0.00680 radians
for Arm 1, -0.00634 to 0.00327 radians for Arm 2 and –0.00676 to 0.00442 radians from Arm 3.
Overall, the accumulated following error of PMAC was 8 to 12 times that of QMARC with cubic
spline trajectory generation, and the sum of squares error showed that the error of PMAC was 85 to
200 times that of QMARC.

These results are summarized in Table 5-2. Looking at the velocity

profiles of the position errors for PMAC and comparing them to the velocity profile of the command
signal in Figure 5-7 confirms the observation that velocity was the cause of high following error in
PMAC. The velocity profile of Arm 1 matches that of position error, and the same goes with Arm 2
and 3. The velocity profile and the position error for PMAC were very closely related. The source of
position error using QMARC was mostly due to arm acceleration, as demonstrated in the next section.
Table 5-2: X-Z Plane Path - Arm Position Errors for PMAC and QMARC using Cubic Spline
Arm #
1

2

3

Accumulated
Absolute Following
Error (rad)

Sum of
Squares Error
(rad)

Min. Position
Error (rad)

Max. Position
Error (rad)

PMAC

-0.0970

0.0964

6.407

0.432

QMARC

-0.00627

0.00680

0.538

0.00217

PMAC

-0.0609

0.0616

4.344

0.176

QMARC

-0.00634

0.00327

0.513

0.00196

PMAC

-0.0619

0.0616

4.358

0.179

QMARC

-0.00676

0.00442

0.525

0.00210

Controller
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Figure 5-5: X-Z Plane Path - Arm Positions for PMAC and QMARC with Cubic Spline
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Figure 5-6: X-Z Plane Path - Arm Position Errors for PMAC and QMARC with Cubic Spline
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Figure 5-7: X-Z Plane Path - Command Velocity us ing
PMAC and QMARC with Cubic Spline
5.2.1.2 Tests with PVT Trajectory Generation
As a comparison between the two types of trajectory generation in QMARC, the PVT interpolation
algorithm was also applied to the standard X-Z plane path. PVT trajectory generation requires the
position, velocity and time interval of each knot. The velocity of the command path, Vn was
calculated for each sample, n, with the following formula:
Velocity, Vn = (Xn+1 – Xn ) / (tn+1 – tn )

(5-1)

Where, Xn and tn are the command position and time at the nth sample, respectively. The command
path’s position and velocity were then sampled to acquire the same 37 path knots as used in cubic
spline trajectory generation. The time interval used for PVT interpolation was 11.07ms.
It was found that the command position generated by the cubic spline and PVT algorithms were
within 0.001 radians of each other. The most significant difference between PVT and cubic spline
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trajectory generators were the arm velocities. Because PVT does not guarantee velocity and
acceleration continuity, the command velocities were not smooth, causing slightly higher position
errors than cubic spline. The QMARC PVT command velocity in Figure 5-8 depicts the slight arcs
between path knots. These arcs can be minimized by using a greater number of path knots in PVT
trajectory generation.
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Figure 5-8: X-Z Plane Path – Command Velocities for PVT and Cubic Spline on QMARC
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The acceleration and the position errors of the three arms using the cubic spline and PVT are
depicted in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10. Looking more closely at the command acceleration of the
path revealed that the position errors were due to the acceleration of the command signal. Knowing
this, the feed-forward acceleration gain in the QMARC was adjusted to compensate for the inertia of
the system; however, the error did not change significantly. QMARC could not compensate for
inertia any further. The accumulated following error using cubic spline was 0.667 radians for Arm 1,
0.648 radians for Arm 2 and 0.711 radians for Arm 3. Whereas the accumulated following error for
PVT was 0.03% to 0.09% higher at 0.668 for Arm 1, 0.675 for Arm 2 and 0.715 for Arm 3. Not only
were the accumulate errors very close, but the actual profile of the position errors were almost
identical.

Whether using the cubic spline trajectory generation or PVT online method, the following

error was still exceptionally low compared to PMAC.
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Figure 5-9: X-Z Plane Path - Command Acceleration
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Figure 5-10: X-Z Plane Path – Arm Position Errors with PVT and Cubic Spline on QMARC
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5.2.2 Rotated Arc Path Test
The second path was an arched pick-and-place path rotated by 30 degrees about the Z-axis. This path
traveled 300 mm along the X-axis, 15mm in the Z-axis and 200mm across the Y-plane, as shown in
Figure 5-11. Using an rotated arc command path allows for faster pick-and-place motion, by saving
time in the distance the end-effector needs to travel, and also by creating smoother velocity and

Z (mm)

acceleration profiles so that controllers can track the path more easily.
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Figure 5-11: Rotated Arc Path in Cartesian Space
Like the standard X-Z plane path test, the command positions from the PMAC were used to create
the path knots of QMARC trajectory generation. For this path, 57 knots were used, uniformly spaced
10ms apart. The total time of the motion is about 0.65s. Arm positions of the three motors are
depicted in Figure 5-12. Notice that the command path is a lot smoother for the arched path than the
X-Z plane path in Figure 5-3. Because the motion moves along all three axes, the arm motions for
each motor had different profiles. The rotated arc path tests were tested on PMAC and QMARC
using only cubic spline trajectory generation.
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Figure 5-12: Rotated Arc Path - Arm Positions with selected path knots
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The end-effector positions were calculated using the forward kinematic equations for the arms from
both the PMAC and QMARC tests, as shown in
Figure 5-13. The end-effector moved from -150mm to +150mm, on the X-axis, and then back along
the same path. It can be seen that the PMAC path was closer to the command path using this arched
trajectory instead of the square trajectory in the previous test, showing that the smoother command
path does make a difference in the controller performance. The end-effector position using QMARC,
however, was still closer to the commanded position.
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Figure 5-13: Rotated Arc Path - End-Effector Position for PMAC and QMARC
a) 3-D Plot, b) X-Z Plane Projection
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The nature of the position errors on the rotated path was very similar to those of the X-Z plane
path. Arm positions for the Deltabot are shown in Figure 5-14. Again, the arm position using PMAC
lagged behind the command position at times of higher velocity. QMARC was very close to the
command position but had slight overshooting at around 0.04s. The command paths for PMAC and
QMARC were nearly identical with differences up to 0.001 radians at areas of high velocity.
Positional errors for both PMAC and QMARC are shown in Figure 5-15. The PMAC following
error was lower with the rotated path than the X-Z plane path, despite the rotated path being 0.2s
longer. For the rotated path, the position errors for PMAC ranged from -0.0509 to 0.0523 radians for
Arm 1, -0.0229 to 0.0238 radians from Arm 2 and -0.0520 to 0.0530 radians from Arm 3.
Corresponding errors on the QMARC ranged from -0.00313 to 0.000508 radians for Arm 1, -0.00383
to 0.00000243 radians for Arm 2, and -0.00484 to 0.0011 radians from Arm 3. In general, the
accumulated following error of PMAC was one order of magnitude larger than QMARC, and the sum
of squares error of PMAC was 38 to 230 times that of QMARC. These results are summarized in
Table 5-3.
Table 5-3: Rotated Arc Path - Arm Position Errors for PMAC and QMARC
Arm #
1

2

3

Controller

Min. Position
Error (rad)

Max. Position
Error (rad)

Accumulated
Absolute Following
Error (rad)

Sum of Squares
Error (rad)

PMAC

-0.0509

0.0523

5.196

0.195

QMARC

-0.00313

0.000508

0.457

0.000848

PMAC

-0.0229

0.0238

3.200

0.0549

QMARC

-0.00383

0.00000243

0.606

0.00146

PMAC

-0.0520

0.0530

5.268

0.2016

QMARC

-0.00484

0.0011

0.562

0.00153
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Figure 5-14: Rotated Arc Path – Arm Position for PMAC and QMARC
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Figure 5-15: Rotated Arc Path – Arm Position Errors for PMAC and QMARC
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Like the X-Z Plane tests, the PMAC position errors had the same profile as the command velocity for
the rotated path shown in Figure 5-16. It seemed like the PMAC could not match the velocity peaks
of the arms, and lagged behind throughout the motion. QMARC followed the command velocity
better but still had some overshoot in the first 0.05s and in areas of high acceleration. Acceleration
was again the cause of error in QMARC, which was expected since the controller gains were not
changed between the X-Z plane path tests and the rotated path tests. Overall, PMAC’s performance
on the rotated path was better than the X-Z plane path, however, QMARC still out-performed PMAC
in both experiments.
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Figure 5-16: Rotated Arc Path - Arm Velocity for PMAC and QMARC
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5.3

Reproducibility Tests and Results

The standard X-Z plane path was run on QMARC one hundred times consecutively to observe the
reproducibility of the controller, its ability to reproduce similar results given the same input. The
number of times the servo period took 40µs less than or greater than the desired servo period was also
recorded. Looking at the number of times servo cycles where the controller was too slow is a good
indication to the consistency of the real-time aspect of the controller.

5.3.1 Repeated Trials
The Controller Console was run manually for one hundred cycles using the X-Z plane path. After
each cycle, the accumulated absolute following error was record. The scatter plots of the trials are
depicted in Figure 5-17. For the most part, it was found that the error stayed consistent throughout
the trials. This demonstrates the effectiveness and reliability of the controller. The accumulated error
ranged from 0.665 to 0.682 radians for Arm 1, 0.636 to 0.649 radians for Arm 2 and 0.713 to 0.733
radians for Arm 3. Average accumulated following error of Arm 1, Arm 2 and Arm 3 were 0.667
radians, 0.641 radians, and 0.720 radians, respectively. There were a few trials, however, that were
not as successful as others, such as Trial number 34 on Arm 1, which was 0.02 radians higher than the
rest of the trials. Variation in the trials is not completely dependent on QMARC, but also on the
motors, amplifiers and robot mechanism. If the motor suddenly moves faster than a regular trial, then
the QMARC will have to correct a larger position error, this can result in a higher accumulated error.
Overall, these errors are still quite consistent proving that QMARC outputs are reproducible.
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Figure 5-17: Scatter Plots of Accumulated Absolute Following Error for 100 Trials

5.3.2 Erroneous Sampling Periods
During the one hundred trials, the number of sampling periods outside of the acceptable variation
range of 40µs was also recorded. The bar graph, shown in Figure 5-18, illustrates the number of
erroneous servo periods in each trial. Out of the 100 trials, 27 of them had at least one erroneous
servo period. However, considering that each trial has 1048 servo periods, which equals 104800
servo periods for the 100 trials, only 29 periods were outside acceptable range. This means that only
0.0277% of the servo periods were erroneous. This variation in real-time behaviour is tolerable for
QMARC.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions & Recommendations

6.1

Conclusions

As robotic manipulators try to achieve higher operating speeds, it has become increasing important to
have controllers that can move these robots as fast as possible without sacrificing the smoothness of
the motion. Many commercial controllers are available in today’s market, but these controllers have a
rigid structure, limit programming capabilit ies and a high price tag. A new class of PC-based
controllers has been introduced in the past two decades as an alternative to traditional PLC and DSP
solutions. These PC-based controllers use distributed real-time systems to perform the diverse
concurrent tasks required in motor servo control. By using higher-level programming languages,
such as C/C++, the capabilities of the PC-based controller can be greatly expanded.
In this research, a new QNX Multi-Axis Robotic Controller (QMARC) was developed in
order to improve the performance of Deltabot, a three-degree-of-freedom, ultra high-speed parallel
cable-based manipulator at the University of Waterloo. QMARC was developed as an objectoriented real-time PC-based controller on QNX Neutrino 6.0 operating system to replace an existing
commercial controller PMAC, created by Delta Tau Data Systems. Although PMAC has its own
real-time processor, the rigid and complex internal structure of PMAC makes it difficult to apply
advanced control algorithms and interpolation methods. Adding unconventional hardware to PMAC,
such as a camera and vision system is also quite challenging. With the development of QMARC, the
flexibility issue of the controller is resolved. QMARC’s open-sourced object-oriented software
structure allows incorporation of new control and interpolation techniques. In addition, the software
structure of the main Controller process is decoupled for the Hardware Server, so that any hardware
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change does not require the main controller to be updated, just the Hardware Server. QMARC is also
equipped with a user-friendly graphical user interface, and many safety protocols to make it a safe
and easy-to-use system.
In experiments, it was determined that the QMARC is very reliable. Real-time tests showed that
although the servo loop period is not always the same due to the DAC output, the 40µs differences in
the period does not impact the overall controller performance because the error does not accumulate.
In addition, these erroneous servo periods only occur in 0.0277% of the servo loop intervals.
By comparing the PMAC and QMARC controller performance on two pick-and-place paths, it was
found that the QMARC yielded better results than PMAC for all three motors of the Deltabot.
Accumulated following error for the PMAC was at least one order of magnitude greater than
QMARC. For a 0.5s pick-and-place move, the QMARC’s accumulated following error was only 0.05
radians. PMAC positional error was mostly attributed to the tuning of PMAC compared to QMARC.
Tuning of QMARC, in general, is simpler compared to PMAC. QMARC also allows new trajectory
generation strategies to be incorporated into its control structure.
The stable foundation laid down by the QMARC will allow for future development of QMARC
into a fully functional controller ready for commercial use. The object-oriented software structure
will make the QMARC more expandable, easier to maintain and easier to understand.

These

characteristics allow for future research into the servo control, trajectory generation and vision system
to be more easily implemented. Due to the class structure, the existing code can be reused, hence
decreasing the development time that would be required to code and debug new software modules.
Finally, the use of an off-the-shelf simple Pentium III computer with a single Sensoray 626 Encoder
Card makes QMARC a highly cost-effective system. The QMARC has proved to be a highly
successful controller that yields a large number of possibilities for future applications.
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6.2

Recommendations

QMARC was built as a foundation for further research into control algorithms, trajectory generation
and different types of hardware, such as gripper and a vision system. The software structure of the
QMARC can be expanded to accommodate these changes without rewriting the whole system.
Although the QMARC was created for the Deltabot, it can be implemented on any manipulator; all
that needs to be updated is the Hardware Server process (refer to Appendix A). Recommendations on
how to incorporate a vision system, gripper, watch-dog timer, how to use QMARC as a controller in
an existing system, and extend QMARC to a multi-processor system are covered in this chapter.

6.2.1 Adding a Vision System
There are two main components to adding a vision system to the QMARC: the hardware driver and
the camera data processing. There are two ways to add the camera hardware to the system, the first is
by adding the procedures required to read the camera data in the Hardware Server, and the second
method is to write a separate Camera Server process just to handle . Since the Controller process
already sends messages requesting hardware-related tasks to the Hardware Server, it is simpler to add
another message type for camera requests in the server and then write new functions to access camera
hardware. However, writing the Camera Server as a separate process will make the software more
modular. In both cases, functions to trigger the camera, read data and change settings would be
required. If the Cognex Insight 5100 vision sensor is used on the QMARC, then additional protocols
for network communication must also be added to the system, because the Cognex vision sensor
transmits data through the network ports on the computer.
The vision sensor will most likely be used to detect the position and orientation of objects in its
field of view. Data about these objects will need to be processed. All of this data processing should
be done in the main Controller process. First, a new Base Class, for example, called CCamera can be
derived from the CObject base class. This CCamera class will inherit the fServoInt from CObject
class. Procedures such as storing object data to the queue and getting information from the queue
could be contained in the CCamera class. To deal with the particular format of the camera data, a
Specific Subclass, like CognexCamera, can be created. CognexCamera can contain the specific
functions to parse and process the data, and convert it to different coordinate systems. These
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functions will change for different vision sensors. By creating a new CCamera base class separate
from the specific type of sensor, this allows a variety of vision sensors to be implemented without
having to rewrite all procedures.
Higher functions such as image processing and pattern recognition should be implemented as a
completely new Base Classes that are not derived from existing classes because they are not related to
any of the existing Base Classes.

6.2.2 Adding a Gripper to the End-Effector
Simple devices such as grippers or suction-cups may be added to the end-effector of the Deltabot.
These devices will most likely require some digital output ports from the Sensoray 626 Encoder card.
Currently, only nine out of forty-eight digital input/output channels on the card are being used. To
add a gripper, a Specific Subclass should be derived from the existing CGripper class, which was
included in the QMARC design. The signal to turn the digital line on and off can be handled by
another message type in the Hardware Server, which is already configured to perform digital
input/output.

6.2.3

Watch-dog Timer

Currently, the QMARC system does not protect the manipulator from a computer crash. There,
however, is a watch-dog timer built into the Sensoray 626 Encoder card. If a separate thread is used
to send an “ok” signal periodically to the watch-dog timer, then if the computer crashes the watch-dog
timer will know that something has gone wrong and take the appropriate actions. The watch-dog
timer should be further investigated for future implementations of QMARC.

6.2.4 Using QMARC in an Existing System
The QMARC can be incorporated into an existing system as a dedicated controller, if the data for the
trajectory generation and controller execution could be passed to the QNX computer through the
network card. QNX has advanced network protocols that have been used by other researchers [32] to
do this. A new Base Class can be written for the network communication protocols and to handle the
data processing. QMARC may also need another process or thread to act as a server waiting for
network data. This server can then send messages to the Controller process.
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6.2.5 Extending QMARC to a Multi-processor System
QNX Neutrino 6.0 operating system allows for true multi-processor capabilities. QNX Symmetric
Multiprocessing feature allows users to schedule task in separate processors. Processes that would
greatly benefit from multiple processors are the Timer and the Controller. Because the interface card
sometimes causes delays in the Timer, creating irregular servo periods, the Hardware Server should
run on a separate processor from the Timer and the Controller. Doing so will allow for regular servo
periods and hence better control. The overall frequency of the QMARC could also be increased.
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Appendix A
QMARC Programming Instructions
A.1 Getting Started
In order to view the code of these programs, you will first need to start up the QNX computer.
1. Log into the computer as root and leave the password field blank.
2. Click on the “Launch” button on the bottom toolbar. Run the Development | Integrated
Development Environment (IDE). This should automatically load all of the code for the
QMARC into file folders on the left-hand Navigator window. All files are located in the
/QMARC/ directory of the computer.
To run QMARC simply run the Controller Console:
1. Open a terminal by clicking on the Terminal button on the right toolbar of the desktop.
2. Go to the /QMARC/CtrllerConsole/x86/o/ directory using by typing the following command
in the terminal: cd ../QMARC/CtrllerConsole/x86/o
3. Run the application by typing in: ./CtrllerConsole
4. The Controller Console will be displayed. Click “Exit” to save settings and close. Click
“Cancel” to exit without saving settings.

A.2 Software File Architecture
The overall architecture of the QMARC integrates five different processes.
1. Graphical User Interface (GUI) (also referred to as the Controller Console)
– used to set up controller settings and start the controller
2. Starter – process spawned by the GUI to handle communication and setup of the Controller
and Hardware Server processes
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3. Controller – main controller that initializes the Timer process and performs the trajectory
generation and servo control loop
4. Timer – Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) used to keep track of system clock and generate a
timed interrupt for every servo loop
5. Hardware Server – process used to handle all input and output to and from the hardware
(motors, amplifiers, Digital-Analog-Converters (DAC) etc.)
Each process is contained within its own directory, except for the Timer process, which is contained
within the Controller process code. QMARC is contained within four folders:
1. CtrllerConsole - contains the GUI code written using QNX Photon AppBuilder
2. HardwareServer - contains the code and libraries for the Hardware Server process.
3. RobotCtrller - contains the code for the Controller and Timer Process.
4. Starter – contains the code for the Starter process.
The QMARC program also uses the MsgType.h and Qmarc.h header files stored in
/QMARC/Include/ folder. These headers are referenced by all processes in the system.

A.2.1 CtrllerConsole Folder
The GUI was written by the QNX Photon AppBuilder. To create a new project from the IDE
interface select File | New | Project | QNX and “QNX Photon AppBuilder Project”. This will
automatically start a wizard for you to begin your GUI. If you are starting up the computer, and have
just opened IDE, you will not be able to see the Photon AppBuilder and the Controller Console
interface. You must click on the CtrllerConsole folder in the Navigator window of IDE, and select
Project | Open AppBuilder from the main menu. To avoid having to do this every time, leave the
QNX computer on overnight.
Photon is very similar to Microsoft Visual Studio, in that you can drag and drop objects, such as
buttons and labels, onto a form in order to build your interface. These objects are called widgets.
After creating the interface in Photon, you must go to Application | Generate to generate the code in
IDE. The Controller Console code for QMARC is all contained in the CtrllerConsole/src/ folder. All
user-written functions connected to events on the GUI are stored in CtrllerConsole/src/consoleFunct.c
file and consoleFunct.h.
Certain events, such as clicking on a button, can be handled by writing callback functions. These
callback functions can be created from Photon by clicking on the tab labeled “Callbacks” or selecting
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View | Callbacks from the main menu. Remember that you must give your widget a unique name
before you can write a callback function and to place the code for the widget in an existing file you
must append “@../src/consoleFunct.c” to the end of the function name. Without this, the code for the
callback will be stored in a new file.
Note: If the file location of the Starter executable is moved, then the file path in Qmarc.h must be
modified and all programs must be rebuilt in IDE.
Prefixes for widgets are as follows:
BTN_

Buttons

CHK_

Checkboxes

CBO_

Comboboxes

EDT_

Editboxes

A.2.2 HardwareServer Folder
The Hardware Server code is written in C, not C++, because the hardware driver for the Sensoray
Encoder Card used in the QMARC system was written in C. Details on the Sensoray QNX library
functions can be found in the NEW programming manual of the Sensoray 626 Encoder Card that is
labeled “For Windows”. This is because Sensoray had two versions of the QNX driver. The old
driver was written to use memory addresses directly, and the newer one used generalized functions
that minimized user knowledge on the actual structure of the 626 card. The new driver uses the same
function prototypes as their Windows drivers, so use the Windows Programming Manual as a
reference to the QNX functions.
The library for the QNX drivers is stored in s626qnx.o, s626api.h and app626.h. The programming
code for the communication protocols to and from the Controller process is stored in
HardwareServer.c. Note that the program minimizes the number of separate functions and does most
calculations inline to minimize time required for context-switching and calling functions.
Be careful about changing the makefile for the Hardware Server because the library must be
compiled properly.
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A.2.3 RobotCtrller Folder
The Controller process was written using object-oriented design the class structure of this process is
shown in Figure 3-9. There are a total of five Base Classes and four Specific Subclasses. The file
structure for this process is as follows:
1. CBaseClass.h – Header file containing prototypes of all Base Classes and global constants
and headers.
2. CBaseClass.cpp – Code file containing default functions for all Base Class member
functions.
3. MultiAxisRobot.h – Header file containing the prototypes of all Specific Subclasses and
project constants.
4. MultiAxisRobot.cpp – Code file conta ins the implemented trajectory generation, controller,
safety and setup member functions. It also contains the Timer interrupt service routine.
5. RobotCtrller.h – Main Header File containing prototypes and constants for the main()
function of the QMARC.
6. RobotCtrller.cpp – Code file contains the functions calls to the object-oriented controller
classes.
7. ppknots_sin.txt – Sample offline trajectory generation data file for two motors
8. pvt_test2.txt – Sample online PVT trajectory generation data file for two motors
For trajectory generation data files, the format is very specific and should not be changed unless
necessary. All motor positions are to be in counts, and in integer format. All variables involved in
control and trajectory generation calculations were performed using floating-point, instead of double
precision, for convenience.
A.2.3.1 Offline Trajectory Data File Format
For OFFLINE cubic spline trajectory generation (CubSplineTrajGen) class, the first line in the file
should be the number of points, followed by the data in three columns. The first column is time in
seconds, followed by a column for each motor position in counts for that time instant. The columns
should be separated by one tab. This can easily be done by entering numbers into Microsoft Excel
and then saving it as a “Text (tab delimited)” file format.
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<Number of points>
<Time(sec)><Tab><Motor 1 Position in counts><Tab><Motor 2 Position in counts><Tab> etc…
Example of three knots at time 0, 0.25 and 0.5 seconds for two motors:
3
0.0

0

0

0.25

2000

-2000

0.5

3000

-4500

The number of points are required at the beginning of each file so that enough memory can be
allocated to the command position queue.
A.2.3.2 Online PVT Data File Format
For ONLINE Position-Velocity-Time (PVT) trajectory generation (PVTOnlineTrajGen) class. The
data format of PVT is: one-character label, the position of the motor in counts, the velocity in
counts/sec and the time interval in milliseconds before the next knot. For each motor, additional
columns should be added, separated by tabs. Each motor must have a character label, position,
velocity and time values. Note: the one-character label is for easy user readability and is discarded
by the controller. So, do not put data for motor Y before motor X, because the controller cannot tell
the difference.
<Label> <Tab><Position Motor 1><Tab> <Velocity Motor 1> <Tab><Time> <Tab> etc.
Example of two knots for two motors:
X

0

0

25.00000

Y

0

0

25.00000

X

309

16000 35.00000

Y

309

16000 35.00000

Additional restrictions on PVT data:
1. The time interval must be the same for all motors that are on the same line so that the total
path time for all motors are identical.
2. The label must be limited to one character.
3. There must be a minimum of least 3 knots (three lines) before running the controller.
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A.2.4 Starter Folder
This folder only contains one Starter.cpp file used to spawn and communicate to the Hardware Server
and Controller processes, in addition to a make file.
Note: If the file location of the Hardware Server or Controller executable is moved, then the file
path in Starter.cpp must be changed.

A.3 How To ...

A.3.1 Add a New Control Algorithm
Due to the object-oriented structure of the QMARC, adding a new control algorithm is accomplished
by creating a new Specific Subclass (refer to Figure 3-9) derived from the CServoCtrl base class.
Steps to adding a new control algorithm, called newCtrlAlg:
1. Open the MultiAxisRobot.h header file.
2. After the existing PIDffCtrl class definition, enter the follow:

// newCtrlAlg Class Definition
class newCtrlAlg : public CServoCtrl
{
private:
//Add your new private member variables & functions
public:
//Initialize any private/public member variables
//Position arrays should be initialized to the
//home position of the motor
and the servo interrupt interval
void init(int iStartPos, int iServoInt);
//Control Calculation
float ctrlCalc(float, float,float []);
//Set gains in control algorithm
void setGain(float, float, float,
float []);

float,

float,

//Add your new public member variables & functions
};
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float

[],

NOTE:
You must define ctrlCalc() and setGain() functions in your new class. The parameters can be
different from the prototype of CServoCtrl in CBaseClass.h.
In addition, if you wish to overload the existing init() function defined in CBaseClass.h, then
in your new init() function you MUST set the fServoInt variable:
fServoInt = (float)iServoInt*0.000001;

You will want to overload the init() function so that you can initialize your member variables.
In general, any new control algorithm will need to do this.

8. You have just written the class definition. Save your changes.
9. Open the MultiAxisRobot.cpp source file.
10. After the code for the existing PIDffCtrl class, add your code for the init(), ctrlCalc(),
setGain() and additional functions to the code. Remember that all functions must start
have “newCtrlAlg::” in the function name to declare it a member function of the
newCtrlAlg class.
void newCtrlAlg::init(int iStartPos, int iServoInt)
{
//Set servo loop period
fServoInt = (float)iServoInt*0.000001;
//Add your code
}

11. Save your changes.

After writing your class you must call it from the main() function in RobotCtrller.cpp.
1. Open RobotCtrller.cpp
2. Create a new variable in the initCtrller() function called:
3. newCtrlAlg newCtrl[NUM_MOTOR_MAX];

4. This new variable is an instance of your new control algorithm class. It must be an array of
the size equal to the maximum number of motors in your system.
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5. To use your new control algorithm instead of the existing PIDffCtrl algorithm, you must
point the CServoCtrl *ctrl pointer to your newCtrl object. This is done by modifying the
code as:
//Set controller for each motor
ctrl[i]=&newCtrl[i];
//used to be ctrl[i] =&pidctrl[i];

6. Save your changes.
If your control algorithm was implemented in C++ properly, then you should be done. Debug your
program as necessary. Remember that if you changed the parameters of any of your functions, then
those changes must also be done in the RobotCtrller.cpp file as well.
Any major modifications to the parameters may require changes in the GUI and reading and
writing to the settings.txt file done in consoleFunct.c and RobotCtrller.cpp.

A.3.2 Add a New OFFLINE Trajectory Generation Technique
Due to the object-oriented structure of the QMARC, adding a new offline trajectory generation
technique is accomplished by creating a new Specific Subclass (refer to Figure 3-9) derived from the
CTrajGenerator base class.
Steps to adding a new trajectory generator algorithm, called newTrajGen:
1. Open the MultiAxisRobot.h header file.
2. After the existing CubSplineTrajGen class definition, enter the follow:

// newTrajGen Class Definition
class newTrajGen : public CTrajGenerator
{
private:
//Add your new private member variables & functions
public:
//Calculate the command path & store it in position queue
int calcPath(int iHomePos, float x[], float y[], int n);
//Add your new public member variables & functions
};
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NOTE:
You must define calcPath() function. The parameters can vary. In addition, if you wish to
overload the existing init() function defined in CBaseClass.h, then in your new init() function
you MUST set the fServoInt variable:
fServoInt = (float)iServoInt*0.000001;

Usually, you will not need to overload the init() function for offline trajectory generation.

3. You have just written the class definition. Save your changes.
4. Open the MultiAxisRobot.cpp source file.
5. After the code for the existing CubSplineTrajGen class, add your code for the calcPath()
and additional functions to the code.

Remember that all functions must start have

“newTrajGen::” in the function name to declare it a member function of the newTrajGen
class.
int newTrajGen::calcPath(int iHomePos, float x[], float y[], int n)
{
//Add your code
}

6. Save your changes.
Modify the Controller Console to inclu de a new offline trajectory generator.
1. Open Photon AppBuilder.
2. Click on the “Method” combination box located in the Trajectory Generation Settings
section of the Controller Console.
3. Under the Resources tab, or View | Resources, select “List of Items”. Add the name of
your newTrajGen to the end of the list. Remember to put “(offline)” after its name so that
users know that it’s an offline method.
4. Save your changes.
5. Update the code in IDE by selecting Application | Generate in Photon.
The type of trajectory generation method is referred to in the program as a numerical value
corresponding to the location of the method on the combobox list on the GUI. These values are very
important, and are all stored in the Qmarc.h header file.
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Update the Qmarc.h header file with the new trajectory generation method.
1. Open up the Text Editor from the right hand menu on the desktop.
2. Go to File | Open and select the /QMARC/Include/Qmarc.h header file.
3. After TRAJ_OFFLINE_CUBIC_SPLINE, add the name for your new trajectory generator,
for example, TRAJ_OFFLINE_NEW_TRAJ_GEN. Remember to keep “TRAJ_OFFLINE_”
as the prefix to your trajectory generator’s name.
4. Now, assign the TRAJ_OFFLINE_NEW_TRAJ_GEN to the number corresponding to its
position on the Controller Console combobox. If you added your new method to the end of
the list, then TRAJ_OFFLINE_NEW_TRAJ_GEN is equal to 3.
5. Save your changes.
Note: If you did not place your trajectory generation to the end of the combobox list on the Controller
Console, then you MUST renumber ALL trajectory generation identifiers (TRAJ_ variables) in the
Qmarc.h header file with its new position starting with 1 for the first item on the list.
Update the Controller Console code:
1. In IDE, open the consoleFunct.c file in the CtrllerConsole/src/ folder.
2. Go to the updateData() function.
3. Add code to set the mode of your trajectory generator to offline by adding the following lines
to the existing code:
//Determine online/offline mode of selected method
if(m_iTrajMethod==TRAJ_OFFLINE_NEW_TRAJ_GEN)
m_iTrajMode = MODE_OFFLINE_TRAJ;

4. Save your changes.
5. Rebuild CtrllerConsole.
Now, that the GUI is updated, you must modify the RobotCtrller.cpp initCtrller() function to call the
new trajectory generator.
1. In IDE, open RobotCtrller.cpp
2. Create a new variable in the initCtrller() function called:
3. newTrajGen newTG[NUM_MOTOR_MAX];

4. This new variable is an instance of your new offline trajectory generation class. It must be an
array of the size equal to the maximum number of motors in your system.
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5. Add an if statement to make CTrajGenerator *p point to your newTG object, if the new
method was selected. This is done by modifying the code as:
//Use the CTrajGenerator
generation //subclass

pointer

to

point

to

any

trajectory

if (cp->iTrajMethod == TRAJ_OFFLINE_CUBIC_SPLINE)
{
p[i]=&cubTraj[i];
p[i]->init(cp->iServoInt);
}
else if (cp->iTrajMethod == TRAJ_OFFLINE_NEW_TRAJ_GEN)
{
p[i]=&newTG[i];
p[i]->init(cp->iServoInt);
}

6. Save your changes.
For simplicity, you should try to keep the data file format the same as the one currently used for
CubSplineTrajGen.

If you need to change the data file format, then you must modify the

getPathKnots() function in the RobotCtrller.cpp file.

A.3.3 Add a New ONLINE Trajectory Generation Technique
Adding an ONLINE traje ctory generatory is very similar to an OFFLINE trajectory generator.
Create a new subclass from the CTrajGenerator base class.
Steps to adding a new trajectory generator algorithm, called newOnlineTrajGen:
1. Open the MultiAxisRobot.h header file.
2. After the existing CubSplineTrajGen class definition, enter the follow:
// newOnlineTrajGen Class Definition
class newOnlineTrajGen : public CTrajGenerator
{
private:
//Add your new private member variables & functions
public:
//Calculate the command path and store in position queue
//interpolate servo interrupt cmd pos
float interpPoint(float, float, int);
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//calculate segment function coefficients
float calcCoeff();
//read knot values from circular queue
int readData(int, int);
//save data of current time instance for next iteration
void saveDataInstance();
//Add your new public member variables & functions
};

NOTE:
You must define interpPoint(), calcCoeff(), readData(), saveDataInstance() functions. The
parameters can vary, but you should have a private array storing knot information for the points
you are currently processing, to make life easier, opposed to referencing the circular array
directly.
In addition, if you wish to overload the existing init() function defined in CBaseClass.h, then
in your new init() function you MUST set the fServoInt variable:
fServoInt = (float)iServoInt*0.000001;

Usually, you will not need to overload the init() function for online trajectory generation.
3. You have just written the class definition. Save your changes.
4. Open the MultiAxisRobot.cpp source file.
5. After the code for the existing PVTOnlineTrajGen class, add your code Remember that all
functions must start have “newOnlineTrajGen::” in the function name to declare it a
member function of the newOnlineTrajGen class.
int newOnlineTrajGen::calcCoeff()
{
//Add your code
}

6. Save your changes.
Modify the Controller Console to include a new online trajectory generator.
1. Open Photon AppBuilder.
2. Click on the “Method” combination box located in the Trajectory Generation Settings section
of the Controlle r Console.
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3. Under the Resources tab or View | Resources, select “List of Items”. Add the name of your
newOnlineTrajGen to the end of the list. Remember to put “(online)” after the name so that
users know that itis an online method.
4. Save your changes.
5. Update the code in IDE by selecting Application | Generate.
The type of trajectory generation method is referred to in the program as a numerical value
corresponding to the location of the method on the combobox list on the GUI. These values are very
important, and are all stored in the Qmarc.h header file.
Update the Qmarc.h header file with the new trajectory generation method.
1. Open up the Text Editor from the right hand menu on the desktop.
2. Go to File | Open and select the /QMARC/Include/Qmarc.h header file.
3. After TRAJ_ONLINE_PVT, add the name for your new trajectory generator, for example,
TRAJ_ONLINE_NEW_ONLINE_TRAJ_GEN. Remember to keep “TRAJ_ONLINE_” as
the prefix to your trajectory generator’s name.
4. Now, assign the TRAJ_ONLINE_NEW_TRAJ_GEN to the number corresponding to its
position on the Controller Console combobox. If you added your new method to the end of
the list, then TRAJ_ONLINE_NEW_TRAJ_GEN is equal to 3.
5. Save your changes.
Note: If you did not place your trajectory generation to the end of the combobox list on the Controller
Console, then you MUST renumber ALL trajectory generation identifiers (TRAJ_ variables) in the
Qmarc.h header file with its new position starting with 1 for the first item on the list.
Update the Controller Console code:
1. In IDE, open the consoleFunct.c file in the CtrllerConsole/src/ folder.
2. Go to the updateData() function.
3. Add code to set the mode of your trajectory generator to online by adding the following lines
to the existing code:
//Determine online/offline mode of selected method
if(m_iTrajMethod==TRAJ_ONLINE_NEW_TRAJ_GEN)
m_iTrajMode = MODE_ONLINE_TRAJ;
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4. Save your changes.
5. Rebuild CtrllerConsole.
Now, that the GUI is updated, you must modify the RobotCtrller.cpp initCtrller() function to call the
new trajectory generator.
1. In IDE, open RobotCtrller.cpp
2. Create a new variable in the initCtrller() function called:
3. newOnlineTrajGen newTG[NUM_MOTOR_MAX];

4. This new variable is an instance of your new online trajectory generation class. It must be an
array of the size equal to the maximum number of motors in your system.
5. Add an if statement to make CTrajGenerator *p point to your newTG object, if the new
method was selected. This is done by modifying the code as:

//Online trajectory planning use PVT cubic splines
else if (s.bTrajGenMode == MODE_ONLINE_TRAJ)
{
if (cp->iTrajMethod == TRAJ_ONLINE_PVT)
{
p[i]=&pvtTraj[i];
p[i]->init(cp->iServoInt);
}
else if (cp->iTrajMethod == TRAJ_ONLINE_NEW_TRAJ_GEN)
{
p[i]=&newTG[i];
p[i]->init(cp->iServoInt);
}
}

6. Save your changes.
For simplicity, you should try to keep the data file format the same as the one currently used for
PVTOnlineTrajGen. If you need to change the data file format, then you must modify the readFile()
function in the MultiAxisRobot class located in the MultiAxisRobot.cpp file.
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A.3.4 Add a Fourth Motor to QMARC
Currently, the QMARC controls three motors simultaneously. The Sensoray 626 Encoder card has
six counters that can be used for quadrature encoding, however it only has four DAC outputs. Using
single-ended command signals, one DAC output line is required for the command signal of each
motor. This means that although quadrature encoding can be done for six motors, only four motors
can be controlled through the DAC.

Therefore, the maximum number of motors that can be

controlled with one 626 card is four motors. If an additional DAC card is installed in the PC, then up
to six motors can to controlled.
To add another motor to the QMARC system, the Hardware Server, Robot Controller, Controller
Console and Qmarc.h header file must be changed.
Updating the Controller Console for four motors:
1. Run Photon AppBuilder from IDE.
2. Click on the “Number of Motors” combobox.
3. Select View|Resources
4. In the “Maximum Value” field, change it from three to four.
5. Save the change.
6. Generate the code.
Since the GUI was developed for a fourth motor, changes to the Controller Console are limited. If
more than four motors are required then the programmer must add the appropriate editboxes and
change the settings file format.
The number of motors is defined in the Qmarc.h header file.
1. Open the /QMARC/Include/Qmarch.h file in Editor.
2. In the line with #define NUM_MOTOR_MAX 3, change the three to a four.
3. Save the file and recompile HardwareServer, RobotCtrller, CtrllerConsole, and Starter.
In the RobotCtrller.cpp file, you will need to modify how data files for cubic splines are read.
1. Open RobotCtrller.cpp in IDE.
2. In the initCtrller() function allocate memory for another array (x, y, z are already allocated).
3. Change the function prototype for getPathKnots() to include another float * pointer.
4. Pass the new array pointer to the getPathKnots() function.
5. Modify the getPathKnots() to read another field from your file, and assign it to the dat array.
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The toughest job is wire the amplifier to the 626 Encoder card and updating the HardwareServer.cpp
file. The 626 Encoder Card has two connectors J5 and J6 (Figure A-1), which are used for encoder
signals. J5 contains encoders 0A, 1A and 2A. J6 contains encoders 0B, 1B, and 2B. Currently, only
J5 is connected to a terminal block. To add a fourth motor, you must connect a 26-pin ribbon cable
from J6 to a terminal block. In addition, you will need to connect an enable line to one of the digital
input/output pins already available on the Digital I/O Terminal Block. Refer to the 626 Encoder Card
Manual and Section 4 for details on hardware.
In the HardwareServer.cpp file you will need to make the following changes:
1. Update the boardInit() function to set up your new counter.
2. Update the initServer() function to read/reset encoders, and enable/disable the new motor.
3. If there are limit switches on the fourth axis, the enableSafetyFeatures() and
disableSafetyFeature() functions will also have to be updated.

A.4 Hardware Wiring
The Sensoray 626 Encoder Card is used for quadrature encoding, digital input/output and analog
(DAC) output. A schematic of the card layout with its connectors are shown in Figure A-1. Please
refer to the Sensoray 626 Card Manual for details.

A.4.1 Wiring of Sensoray 626 Encoder Card
Currently, the QMARC is connected to only three of the connectors: J1 (Analogy I/O), J2 (Digital I/O
0 to 23), and J5 (Encoder 0A to 2A). J1 is a 50-pin ribbon connector, J2 is a 50-pin ribbon connector
and J5 is a 26-pin ribbon connector. To save money, we used three orange 40-pin terminal blocks,
one for each of the connectors, instead of buying specific terminal blocks for each one. Because of
this, some of the pins in J1 (Analog I/O) and J2 (Digital I/O) cannot be accessed with the current
setup. Tables A-1 to A-3 give the pin assignments for the 626 Card connectors and its corresponding
pins on the orange terminal block.
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There are six cables being used for QMARC, each one is labeled as follows:
1. Enable – contains the enable signals

(4-wire non-shielded cable)

2. Limit - contains the limit switches

(8-wire non-shielded cable)

3. 1 – Motor 1 encoder and command signals

(5 shield twisted pairs cable)

4. 2 – Motor 2 encoder and command signals

(5 shield twisted pairs cable)

5. 3 – Motor 3 encoder signals

(3 shielded twisted pairs cable)

6. Cmd3 – Command signals for Motor 3

(4-wire shield cable)

All encoder signals should be in shielded cables with twisted pairs to reduce noise. Command signals
should also be shielded. Enable and limit switches are digital I/O and do not need to be shielded.

Figure A-1: Sensoray 626 Encoder Card Layout
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Table A-4: Analog Input/Output Pin Assignments (J1 Connector)
626 Card Pin

Function

Orange Terminal Pin

19

Ground

4

20

Ground

5

21

-AD8

6

22

+AD8

7

23

-AD9

8

24

+AD9

9

25

-AD10

10

26

+AD10

11

27

-AD11

12

28

+AD11

13

29

-AD12

14

30

+AD12

15

31

-AD13

16

32

+AD13

17

33

-AD14

18

34

+AD14

19

35

-AD15

20

36

+AD15

21

37

Ground

22

38

Ground

23

39

Ground

24

40

Ground

25

41

Sense0

26

42

DAC0

27

43

Sense1

28

44

DAC1

29

45

Sense2

30

46

DAC2

31

47

Sense3

32

48

DAC3

33

Description

Cable Name

Command Signal Ground (CMD-) Motors 1, 2, 3

Wire Colour*

Black

Motor 1 Command Signal (CMD+)

1

Blue / Black

Motor 2 Command Signal (CMD+)

2

Blue / Black

Motor 3 Command Signal (CMD+)

CMD 3

White

* Wires like "Red / Black" indicates a twisted pair where the bolded colour is the wire used
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Table A-5: Digital Input/Output Pin Assignments (J2 Connector)
626 Card Pin

Function

Orange Terminal Pin

Description

Cable Name

Wire Colour

17

DIO15

19

DIO14

0

Motor 3 Limit Switch - Bottom

Limit

Black

2

Reserved of Counter 2A Index

21

DIO13

4

Motor 3 Limit Switch - Top

Limit

Red

23

DIO12

6

Motor 2 Limit Switch - Bottom

Limit

Brown

25

DIO11

8

Motor 2 Limit Switch - Top

Limit

White

27

DIO10

10

Motor 1 Limit Switch - Bottom

Limit

Blue

29

DIO9

12

Motor 1 Limit Switch - Top

Limit

Yellow

31

DIO8

14

Reserved of Counter 1A Index

33

DIO7

16

35

DIO6

18

37

DIO5

20

39

DIO4

22

41

DIO3

24

Enable Motor 3

Enable

Green

43

DIO2

26

Reserved of Counter 0A Index

45

DIO1

28

Enable Motor 2

Enable

White

47

DIO0

30

Enable Motor 1

Enable

Red

All even pins

Ground

Enable

Black

Note: Do not use reserved pins. These are used to trigger a reset in the encoder counters.
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Table A-6: Encoder Pin Assignments (J5 Connector)
626 Card Pin

Function

Orange Terminal Pin

Description

Cable Name Wire Colour*

1

Encoder(0A) A -

6

Motor 1

1

2

Encoder(0A) A+

7

Motor 1

1

Red / Black

3

Ground

8

Motor 1

1

Yellow / Black

4

Encoder(0A) B-

9

Motor 1

1

Green / Black

5

Encoder(0A) B+

10

Motor 1

1

Green / Black

6

5V

11

7

Encoder(0A) I-

12

Motor 1

1

White / Black

8

Encoder(0A) I+

13

Motor 1

1

White / Black

9

Ground

14

10

Encoder(1A) A -

15

Motor 2

2

Red / Black

11

Encoder(1A) A+

16

Motor 2

2

Red / Black

12

5V

17

13

Encoder(1A) B-

18

Motor 2

2

Green / Black

14

Encoder(1A) B+

19

Motor 2

2

Green / Black

15

Ground

20

Motor 2

2

Yellow / Black

16

Encoder(1A) I-

21

Motor 2

2

White / Black

17

Encoder(1A) I+

22

Motor 2

2

White / Black

18

5V

23

19

Encoder(2A) A -

24

Motor 3

3

Red / Black

20

Encoder(2A) A+

25

Motor 3

3

Red / Black

21

Ground

26

Motor 3

CMD 3

Green

22

Encoder(2A) B-

27

Motor 3

3

Green / Black

23

Encoder(2A) B+

28

Motor 3

3

Green / Black

24

5V

29

25

Encoder(2A) I-

30

Motor 3

3

White / Black

26

Encoder(2A) I+

31

Motor 3

3

White / Black

Red / Black

* Wires like "Red / Black" indicates a twisted pair where the bolded colour is the wire used

A.4.2 Wiring of Electrical Panel
From the orange terminal blocks in Section A.4.1 that connects to the Sensoray 626 Encoder card, the
computer is connected to 37-pin green terminal block inside the electrical control panel. The pin
assignments of the green terminal block are shown in Table A-4. A special cable bundle with four
cables was made to connect the green terminal block to the three Kollmorgen amplifiers. The four
cables are named: 1, 2, 3 and Misc. The colour and functions of these wires are also shown in Table
A-4.
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Table A-7: Pin Assignments of Green Terminal Block in Electrical Control Panel
Terminal Pin

Cable Name

Function

Colour

1

1

Motor 1 Encoder Ground

Yellow / Black

2

1

Motor 1 Enable

Yellow / Black

3

1

Motor 1 Cmd -

Blue / Black

4

1

Motor 1 Cmd +

Blue / Black

5

1

Motor 1 Encoder (A+)

Red / Black

6

1

Motor 1 Encoder (A-)

Red / Black

7

1

Motor 1 Encoder (B+)

Green / Black

8

1

Motor 1 Encoder (B-)

Green / Black

9

1

Motor 1 Encoder (I+)

White / Black

10

1

Motor 1 Encoder (I-)

White / Black

11

2

Motor 2 Encoder Ground

Yellow / Black

12

2

Motor 2 Enable

Yellow / Black

13

2

Motor 2 Cmd -

Blue / Black

14

2

Motor 2 Cmd +

Blue / Black

15

2

Motor 2 Encoder (A+)

Red / Black

16

2

Motor 2 Encoder (A-)

Red / Black

17

2

Motor 2 Encoder (B+)

Green / Black

18

2

Motor 2 Encoder (B-)

Green / Black

19

2

Motor 2 Encoder (I+)

White / Black

20

2

Motor 2 Encoder (I-)

White / Black

21

3

Motor 3 Encoder Ground

Yellow / Black

22

3

Motor 3 Enable

Yellow / Black

23

3

Motor 3 Cmd -

Blue / Black

24

3

Motor 3 Cmd +

Blue / Black

25

3

Motor 3 Encoder (A+)

Red / Black

26

3

Motor 3 Encoder (A-)

Red / Black

27

3

Motor 3 Encoder (B+)

Green / Black

28

3

Motor 3 Encoder (B-)

Green / Black

29

3

Motor 3 Encoder (I+)

White / Black

30

3

Motor 3 Encoder (I-)

White / Black

31

Misc

Computer Ground

Black

32

Misc

Computer Ground

White

33

Misc

Green

34

Misc

Red
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A.4.2.1 Enable Signals
The enable signal coming from the Sensoray 626 Encoder card does not have enough current or
voltage to enable the amplifiers. As a result, two small circuit boards were built by Andy Barber that
used an buffer chip and 24V from the electrical panel to increase the 5V signal coming from the
computer to a 24V signal. The chip is active-high, meaning that sending a 0V from the computer will
output a 24V signal to the amplifier, hence enabling it. There are two boards, each board has two
output channels. The wiring for the buffer chip board is shown in Figure A-2.

Figure A-2: Buffer Chip Connection Schematic
A.4.2.2 Limit Switches
The limit switches on the Deltabot were wired for the PMAC. In order to use them for QMARC,
simply pull out the green limit switch connectors plugged into the PMAC, and connect the line that
usually outputs to PMAC, to a regular terminal block and connect the corresponding digital input
lines to the channels, as shown in Figure A-3.

Figure A-3: Limit Switch Connection Schematic
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